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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important problems in the theory of finite simple groups 
is to characterize known simple groups in terms of the structure of their 
Sylow 2-subgroups. Let A, be the alternating group on m-letters. The 
purpose of this paper is to carry this out for A,, . 
A 2-group is said to be of type X if it is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of the group X. If G is a group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S of type X, we say 
that G has the involution fusion pattern of X if for some isomorphism 6’ of S 
onto a Sylow 2-subgroup of X, two involutions a, b of S are conjugate in G if 
and only if the involutions e(a), B(b) of e(S) are conjugate in X. Also we say 
that a group G is fusion-simple if G = 02(G) and O(G) = Z(G) = 1. 
Now we want to prove the following: 
THEOREM A. Let G be a fusion-simple jinite group with Sylow 2-subgroups 
of type A,, . Then one of the following holds: 
(i) G s 4, 0~ A,, , 
(ii) G r A, . Ez’25e , the split extension of an elementary abelian group 
Ezss of order 256 by A, with the action afforded by the &dimensional irreducible 
GF (2)~representation, or 
(iii) G has the involution fusion pattern of Q,(3). 
Here 5243) denotes the orthogonal commutator group of degree 9 over the 
field of 3-elements. 
In the process of proving Theorem A we obtain the following character- 
ization. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a Jinite group with Sylow 2-subgroups of type A,, . 
If G has the involution fusion pattern of A,, , then G/O(G) E A,, or A,, . 
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The proofs of Theorems A and B are obtained in the following way which 
appears to be rapidly becoming standard (cf. Gorenstein-Harada [9, lo], 
Solomon [14]). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and A be the unique 
elementary abelian subgroup of S of order 2s. At first we show that the fusion 
of elements of S is controlled by N,(A) and C,(Z,(S)), where Z,(S) is the 
second center of S, using results of Alperin [I J and Goldschmidt [5] on 
conjugation family. Since S/A is of type A, and Z*(N,(A)) = O(N,(A)) 
as above, the structure of N,(A)/C,(A) is determined by theorems of 
Harada [12] and Gorenstein-Harada [9, IO]. Here we can prove that if A is 
strongly closed in S with respect to G, then G = N,(A) E A, . E,,, by a 
recent result of Goldschmidt [7] on 2-fusion. Thus we may assume that A 
is not strongly closed in S with respect to G and so some involution of 
S - A is fused into A by an element of C,(Zs(S)). Then the fusion possi- 
bilities of involutions follow immediately in the standard way. In particular, 
we get that G has the involution fusion pattern of A,, or Q,(3). Character- 
ization theorems of Gorenstein-Harada [9, IO] and Solomon [14] permit 
the determination of Co(a)/O(C,(a)) f or all involution a in S. Now 0 is an 
A-signalizer functor and a signalizer functor theorem [6] implies that 
W, = (0(&(a)); a E A#) has odd order. Since we may assume O(G) = 1, 
Nc( W,) is strongly embedded in G provided IV, # 1. Since G has more than 
one conjugacy class of involutions, W, = 1 and O(C,(a)) = 1. Now Kondo’s 
characterization theorem [13] implies that G s A,, or A,, . 
Our notation is largely standard (cf. Gorenstein [S]). Let G be a group and 
H, K be the subgroups of G. G# will denote the set of nonidentity elements 
of G, D(G) the Frattini subgroup of G, Syl,(G) the set of Sylow p-subgroups 
of G, ccl,(x) the conjugacy class of G containing x of G, HG the normal 
closure of H in G, H t K the central product of H and K. For p-group P, 
l&*(P) denotes the set of all elementary abelian subgroup K’s with / K 1 > p’ 
and J(P) the subgroup of P generated by elementary abelian subgroups of 
P with maximal p-rank. Furthermore we shall signify the relation of con- 
tainment by H _C G and reserve H C G for proper containment. We write 
[x, y] = x-ix?/ = ~-~y-ixy. If X~J = z, we shall also write y: x -+ z. Finally 
Em denotes the elementary abelian group of order m and S, the symmetric 
group on m-letters. 
2. ON ~-GROUPS OF TYPE A,, 
In this section we shall describe the various miscellaneous properties of a 
2-group S of type A,, . Let G be a finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S 
of type A,, . 
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(1) S is generated by elements ~~(1 < i < 4), ?~~‘(l < j < 4), 
El7c(l < k < 3), Q-19 72 9 CT together with the relations: 
Ti2 = $2 = /Lk2 = T,” 1 T22 = a2 xz. 1, 
[Pl 3 ?‘I = Q-r1 7 
[CL1 > 772’1 = [CL2 9 772’1 = 772 9 
[112 > x3’] = [CL3 , n3’1 = n3 , 
[CL3 ) n4’1 = 574 , 
ET1 7 ?I = 77P2 , [Tl 3 771’1 = 7Tl’Tr2’, 
1 72 P r31 = 773r4 9 [5-2~573'1 = n;v;, 
[a, 71 = 771n3 , [a, %,j = n2T4 , 
[a, T$‘] = 7rl’Tr3’, [u, Tr2’] = 7T2’Tr4’, 
h~P2l = PI, IT2 Y Al = I-L3 > 
Lo, PI1 = 1% P2l = PIP3 9 La> 711 = 7172 , 
with all the other commutators of pairs of generators being trivial. We put 
a1 = =1 9 a2 = =1*2, 013 = n1T2n3, OL4 = n1=2=3=4 3 
'=n , 
a1 
I- 
17 012 ' = Trl'rr2', 013 ' = %-1'T2'7r3', a4 - iT~'?r2'Tr3'7r4', 
for convenience. 
(2) A = (~1, T', 7r2,77-2',573, 7r3’, 7r4, r4’) is the unique elementary 
abelian group of order 256 in S. We put B = (nl, rr2, r3, n4). 
(3) -w-9 = <aa>, -72(S) = (a2 > 773774h 
(4) S is a split extension of A by the group D = (pl , p2 , p3 , T1 , T2 , U) 
of type A,. 
(5) WI = Gw3h D' = <PI > 113 > TIT&, 
J(D) = <PI 9 71 3 ~3 7 T2>* 
(6) D has seven maximal subgroups and they are isomorphic to one 
of the groups: 
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(7) D has sixteen elementary abelian groups of order 8 which are not 
normal in D. They are 
(8) D has four normal elementary abelian groups of order 8. They are 
(Pl, Pz 7P3>, (PlP3? 7-172 f a>7 
(Pl, CL3 9 7172h Gw3 3 ~1~21119 T-w2)- 
(9) S has nineteen elementary abelian groups of order 27 not contained 
in A. They are 
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(10) The representatives of conjugacy classes of involutions of S and 
their cardinalities are 
LEMMA 2.1. Let J be the subgroup of S such that J 1 A, J/A g E8 and 
I’ = z(J). Then J = <pL1 , I+ , PM. 
Proof. The result follows from (7) and (8). 
LEMMA 2.2. The involution 01~ is not conjugate in G to 013 provided i # j. 
Proof. Put J = A(& , pa , pa). Then Z(J) = B. Since J is weakly closed 
in S with respect to G by Lemma 2.1, Burnside’s argument implies that if 
two elements of Z(J) are conjugate in G they are conjugate in No(J). Also 
by a lemma of Kondo [13; p. 501 Nc( J) ’ d m uces a permutation on the set 
h v rz 9 3 9 CTJ. Hence we have cxi + CY~ for i # j. The lemma is proved. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. N&-,(s)) = (u)c,(.&(s)). 
Proof. Smce oc, + “z and o/a N rrarra , the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. If two elements of A are conjugate in G, they are conjugate in 
No(A). 
Proof. The result follows from Burnside’s argument since A = J(S) 
bY (2). 
We keep all the notation introduced in this section. 
3. LOCALIZATION OF ~-FUSION 
The main purpose of this section is to prove that the fusion of elements of S 
in G is controlled by No(A) and No(Za(S)). 
Suppose that G is a finite group and P is a fixed Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
Alperin [I] and Goldschmidt [5] showed that in order to determine the 
complete fusion pattern of subsets of P in G it suffices to know the fusion 
pattern of subsets of H in No(H) where H is a subgroup of P satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) H=PnQ is a tame Sylow intersection for some Q E Syl,(G), 
(2) H = G&n,(W>>>~ 
(2’) C,(H) C H C G@dWNh 
(3) H E sYbP,~,,womN~ 
(4) H = P or N,(H)/H is p-isolated. 
Let 9$. be the set of all pairs (H, 2’) where H satisfies (1) above and 
1 
No(H), if H also satisfies (2), (3), (4) 
T = GMWU) n N&O if H also satisfies (2’), (3), (4) 
Co(H), otherwise. 
Then FP is an inductive family by a lemma of Solomon [14]. Now we shall 
prove the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a fkite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S of type 
4, - Suppose that Tl and T, are subsets of S which are conjugate in G. Then 
there exists elements X, , X, ,..., X, with either xi E No(A) or Xi E Co(Zs(S)) 
such that 
(a) T~Iw’*G CS, 1 <i<n, 
(b) Tf~w-=h = T2 . 
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Our methode appears in a paper of Solomon [14] but it is much more 
complicated than Solomon’s one because of our strengthen form and of the 
structure of S. We prove Theorem 3.1 by surveying those subgroups H of S 
which satisfy (l), (2) or (2’), (3), (4), and 
We shall prove that N,(H) C NG(Z2(S)) or N,(H) n C,(Q,(Z(H))) C 
N,(Z,(S)) provided H satisfies (2) or (2’), respectively. Note that Corollary 2.3. 
Also we use the following lemma of Goldschmidt [5] frequently. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Goldschmidt [5]). E ver y I eement of S - H cannot stabilize 
any critical chain of H. 
Since H $ A by (5), some element of A - H n A normalizes H and 
Lemma 3.2 yields 
(6) H n A is not a characteristic subgroup of H. 
Also N,(H)/H is 2-isolated by (4). Let N = N,(H)/H. As H is a tame 
intersection, N,(H)/H is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N and N,(H) 3 H. By a 
theorem of Bender [2] either 
(7) N,(H)/H is cyclic or generalized quaternion, or N/O(N) contains 
a normal subgroup of odd index isomorphic to one of the groups: 
Gd2n) (n 3 9, 
WY (n > 21, 
&(22”+1) (n 3 1). 
We shall consider the following critical chains Vj (1 < j < 17) of H. 
Of course some of them may be nonsense for specified H. For convenience 
we put 2 = L&(2(H)) in the following argument. 
Vl = {HI H’3 l}, 
%z=(H3H’3Z31}, 
V2 ={HIH’H’H”H” l}, 
%‘,={Hr)H’r)[H,H’]31}, 
~~={H3H’3[H,H’]3H”31}, 
ge = VJ 1 J(H) 3 11, 
VT = W 1 J(H) 3 W(H)) 3 11, 
V, = (HI J(H)3 23 l}, 
gc, = W 1 J(H) 1 l(H)’ 1 11, 
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%Tl,, = {H 3 J(H) 3 J(H) n H’ 3 l}, 
qll = {H 3 J(H) 1 [K J(H)1 3 2 3 11, 
VI2 = W 3 l(H) 1 [Ii, J(H)1 1 G(H) 3 11, 
%s = {H 3 W(H)) 1 -W’) 1 11, 
F14 = {H 1 2 II I}, 
‘%‘I5 = {H 3 Z,(H) 3 I>, 
V16 = {H 3 Z,(H) 3 2 3 l}, 
V17 = {H 3 Z,(Hj 3 2(2,(H)) 3 l}. 
Case 1. H satisfies conditions (l)-(S). 
It follows from (2) and (5) that H C C,(x) for some involution x E 5’ - A. 
By the structure of S, 1 2 1 < 2’ and hence N = N,(H)/H has a nontrivial 
GF(2)-representation on 2 of dimension at most 7. Therefore we have either 
(8) N,(H)/H is cyclic or generalized quaternion, or N/O(N) is isomor- 
phic to one of the groups 
L,(4), -Uf3), lTL(2,8). 
In particular, 
(9) 2-rank of N,(H)/H is equal or less than 3. 
LEMMA 3.3. ( 2 / < 26. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that 1 2 ( = 2’. Then H = 2 
by (2) and His one of the groups Kj(l <<j < 19) in (9) of Section 2. By the 
structure of S, N,(K,) (1 < j < 19) is isomorphic to one of the groups: 
Clearly they are not our case by (8), The lemma is proved. 
In the following argument we shall prove that H = C,(x) for x wpl in S 
and No(H) C NG(Z2(S)). S ince H C C,(y) for some involution y E S - A 
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we shall show that H $L C,(y) p rovided y + pL1 in S and H Q C,( y) provided 
Y-k. Our argument says that H $ C,(U) if and only if H g C,(u) for 
involutions u, v with u N z, in S. So we shall prove H g C,(u) for only one 
representative u of each conjugacy class of involutions in S - A. For such 
representatives we refer to (10) of Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.4. H $ C,(x) for x N pp3 in S. 
Proof. Let C = C&~J = (B, rrs’, vi, ~1~ , p2, pa, pi). Then Z(C) = 
C’ = (01~) us, TV, &. Suppose that H C C. Since Z(C) C H by (2) and so 
H 4 C, (8) yields (C : H) < 23. If H = C, then [(us , ai), H] C H andL,(4) 
acts nontrivially on Z(C). Since the number of L,(4)-orbits on Z(C)# is at 
most 2, we get a contradiction by Lemma 2.2. Note that C = Cc(,) u ~~Cc(nr). 
If H C C,(rl) then [(rl, TV’), H] c H which conflicts with (8). If 
Z n ~~Cc(rra) # O, then [(as’, p%), H] C N which is impossible by (8). 
Now Z n ~rCc(rr~) = @ and H n T~C,-(~J # 0. Since r1 stabilizes %?,, 
Lemma 3.2 yieIds n1 E H and hence as E N’. As H C C, Z n {T,‘,TT~‘,v~‘T~,~& # 
O. If H = C,-(n,l), then [(p 3 , ~a’), H] C H and L,(4) acts trivially on Z as 
Z 1 H’ 1 1, a contradiction. If H C C,(,‘) or H C C&s), then V, or @i4 
is stabilized by 01~’ or r4’, respectively, which contradicts Lemma 3.2. Thus 
we have proved H $ C. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.5. H $ C,(x) for x N p2rl in S. 
Proof. Let C = C&Lzrrl) = (B, rl’, 741, pi , pa, pa). Then Z(C) = 
(B, pa) and C’ = (nl, rr4). Suppose that H C C. Then H Q C and 
[XT 2’, na’), H] c H. Now (C : H) < 2 by (8). Since Z r) H’ # 1 in both 
cases Lemma 3.3 implies that L,(4) or L*(8) acts trivially on Z which contra- 
dicts (2). Thus H g C. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.6. H L& C,(x) for x N pznl’~L in S. 
Proof. Let C = C&LBrl’~i) = (B, n,‘, nrql, pa, ~~7~). Then Z(C) = 
( ~1~4 , ~2~3 , ri’n4’, ~2) and C’ = (7r17r4 , rr,rr, , rri’r4’). If H = C, then %?I 
is stabilized by ~a;r3’ which contradicts Lemma 3.2. Suppose that H C C. 
Since C = Cc(,) U ~7~7~Cc(~~) and Cc(ml) C Cs(~27rr), Lemma 3.5 yields 
H n UT~T,C,(~~~) # 0. But then (C : H) > 23 which is clearly impossible. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.7. H g C,(x) for x N p2 in S. 
Proof. Let C = CS(P~) = (B, QT~, rql, pi, p2, pa, UT1T2). Then Z(C) = 
, T2T3y Pz) and C' = (~1, ~2~3, ~4,7rl'774',plp3). ho j(C) = 
, rr,‘, r4’, pi , p2 , p3) and Z(j(C)) = <B, p2). If H = C, then %Y13 is 
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stabilized by 7ra’rs’ which contradicts Lemma 3.2. Suppose that H C C. Since 
C = %w4 u ~wJ%4~ H n OT~T~C&~~) # o by Lemma 3.5. 
Suppose that r1 E H. Then we may assume that Z n (rl’r4’, T~~‘T~‘, pcLIp3} # 
O. If ~+a E Z, then [(u, ri’~~‘), H] C H which is impossible by (8). If 
v~‘T~’ E Z or rr1n1’n4’ E Z, then rra’7rTT3’ stabilizes @i which is also impossible by 
Lemma 3.2. Now 7ri $ H and hence Z n o~i.r&‘~(~i) + 0. As Cc(rri) = 
C’Jrrira) = Cc(n2rJ for 1 < i ,< 4 we have ri $ H and nina +! H. If H is 
not abelian then H’ = (~irr& and 7r1 stabilizes Vi , a contradiction. If H is 
abelian, then 1 Z 1 < 25. This is impossible by (2) since [(vi, ~a, T~‘v~‘), H] C H 
or [CT , ~a , pss), H] C H and so L,(8) acts trivially on Z. Thus we have 
proved H g C. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.8. H Q C,(x) for x - pl in S. 
Proof. Let C = C&i) = (B, %', 5'9 PI j 112 9 CL3 3 71, 7 2 ). Then Z(C) = 
<Z2(S), pl> and C’ = <a2, 773, r4, nz'ri, pl,p3). Also C = Cc(+u 4&-d. 
Assume by way of contradiction that H C Cs(pl). 
Suppose that ni $ H. It follows that TIC,- n Z # 0. Since CJTJ > 
Cc(~la) for all a E Cc(rl) with (Tlu)’ = 1, we may assume that H C CJT~) = 
co12 9 73 9 Ti, r4 Y "4'9 PI , CL3 , '-1 9 T2>. As z(&(Tl)) = (z,(s), /-‘l,Tl) 
[(OIL’, nl), H] _C H. If H = CJT~), then [(pLz , 01~‘), H] C H which conflicts 
with (8). Thus H C Cc(~l) and 1 Z / = 2’j by Lemma 3.3. Suppose that 
~3$H.SinceCc(Q) = C~((Tl,~3TT3))u72C~((Tl,~33)),ZnT2C~((T1 ,~3>) f @ 
by Lemma 3.4. Thus we may assume that H _C C,-((TV , T2)), Cc((~l , T2p3)) 
or C,-.((T, , ~2~3n3~3’a~)). As 1 Z / = 26 we get a contradiction by (8). 
Suppose that r3 E H. Then Z n T~C~(TJ = @. If T~C&T~) n H # ia then 
1 Z 1 < 25 which is impossible as above. Hence H C C,((T, , r3)) and so 
H _C C.&q3) which contradicts Lemma 3.4. 
Suppose that n1 E H. It follows that T~C’~(T~) n Z = m. Assume that 
r3 $ H. Then T~C’JT~) n Z # a. It is H’ _C Z,(S), [n, , H] = (v37r4) and 
[a2’, H] = (a2). Since o12’ and rr3 can not stabilize gl, H’ = 1 or (a4). But 
hence [(TV, 1 , r ‘) H] _C H which contradicts (8). Suppose that r3 E H. Then 
Z n {TACT u ~&‘~(n-~)} = 0. If r1 E Z, then [(Tl , nr’), H] C H, a 
contradiction. Lemmas 3.4,3.5, and 3.7 imply that v3 E H- Z, T~C’~(~T~) n H f  
0 and so we may assume that Z C (Z,(S), pl , p3 , 1r3’, r4’). If r3/r4’ E Z, then 
V1 is stabilized by OLD, acontradiction. If p3 E Z, then C&,) > HZ Z(C&,)) = 
C,h3) and H 4 G(P~). As [(a:,‘, 7r3’7r4’), H] C H, (Cc(p3) : H) < 2. If 
H = Cc(p3), then [(a, as’), H] C H, a contradiction by (8). Clearly 
(C&p,) : H) = 2 can not happen. Therefore by Lemma 3.4 we have proved 
H (# C. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.9. H g C,(x) for x - pIp3 in 5’. 
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Proof. Let C = G(wJ = (4 p1 , p2 , p3 , r1 , r2 , u>. Then Z(C) = 
(014 9 PlP3h C’ = <Z,(S)> rr,rr, , t~i , p3 , r1r2) and C” = (01~). If H = C, 
then V, is stabilized by o/~‘, a contradiction. Suppose that H C C. Note that 
C = C’,-((Y~) u uCc(o~~). If 2 n &,(a,) # 0, then ] 2 j < 2j. This is 
impossible since L,(S) is involved in N. Now Z C C,(,,) and H n oCc(a2) # 
o by Lemma 3.8. Also Lemma 3.7 yields r1n3 , ~~7-r~ $2. Hence A n 2 = 
(CQ) and we may assume that 2 n (B, pl, p2, p3) = (aa, pLIp3). As C 1 H, 
Z n ~~~06 pl, p2, p3) f %. Then I Z I = 23 and [(a;, p2>, H] C H 
which is impossible sincela(4) acts trivially on Z. Thus we have proved H g C. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.10. H g C,(x) for x - 71 in S. 
Proof. Let C = C,(T,) = (a2 , as’, 7r3, ~31, rra, rr4’, pi , p3 , 71 , TV). Then 
C’ = <a2 > n3 > 774, 3 4 n ‘?T ‘) and Z(C) = (Z,(S), -ri). Suppose that H C C. 
Since [GT~ , H] = (I+) C C’ and [ri , C’] = 1, Lemma 3.2 yields CQ $ H’ and 
H C C. Let V = Cc((pr , 01~‘)) = (0~~ , r3 , rrs’, r4, n4’, p3 , -ri , TV). Then 
C D V and C = V U prV U 0~~’ V U pl(ua’ V. Since every element of plly2’ V 
isoforder4,+$H’yieldsZnpiV# 0 orZna2’V# ,ca.NowZna,‘V # 
@ by Lemma 3.8. Put W = A n V. Hence we may assume that 
Z n {a2’W u a2’p3 W u ff;p3r2 W u o12’72 W} f  0. 
Thus [&, mi’), H] C H which conflicts with (8). We have proved H $ C. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.11. H $ C,(x) for x - 71~2 in S. 
Proof- Let C = CS(V2) = <a2 , a2’, ~3774 , 7Tin4’, CL1 , ~3 , 72 , 9 , 0). 
Then Z(C) = (01~) TOTS), C’ = (Z,(S), 0141, pip3, TOTS) and C” = (01~). If 
H = C, then q3 is stabilized by rgr3 , a contradiction. Suppose that H C C. 
Since C = Cc(,) u UC&T,), H n UC&T,) # m by Lemma 3.10 and then 
Z n A C (01~ , ar,‘). If 0~~’ EZ, then [(pip3 , rl’ra’), H] C H, a contradiction. 
Thus Z n A = (alp). If Z n uC,-(T~) # 0, then 1 Z 1 = 23 by Lemma 3.9. 
This is impossible since [(T1 , 2 , cx ) H] c H and L,(4) acts trivially on Z. Now 
Z C C,(T,) and hence H C Cs(~r~3) which contradicts Lemma 3.9. Hence we 
have proved H $ C. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.12. H $ C,(x) for x N u in S. 
Proof. Let C = &(a) = <75773 , nini, ~2774 , nin.41, ~1~3 , ~1~2 , 7172 , u>+ 
Then Z(C) = (aa, a}, C’ = (ngr3, 7~~57,) ol,‘, ~1~1~) and C” = (01~). If 
H = C, then 01~ stabilizes gl, a contradiction. Suppose that H C C. If 
r1rr3 E Z, then C,(n,,,) 2 H 2 Z(Cc(rrgr3)) I C&rrrrr,) and hence H 4 Cc. 
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AS [(rl , ~a>, H] _C H, (Cc(yra) : H) < 2 by (8). But thenL,(4) or&@) acts 
trivially on 2, a contradiction. Now H g Cc(n-grJ. Since C = Cc(~-rrr.J u 
~-r7&‘,(~~,?ra), H n ~~~&‘~(~r~a) # @. Lemmas 3.5, 3.7, 3.9, and 3.11 yield 
Z = (a, q). Hence again H = C, a contradiction. We have proved H c C. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.13. H g C,(x) for x - ups2 in S. 
Proof. Let c = G(utw2) = (v3 , v4 , r2’ri, ~3’~~‘, tw3 , w2 , 
7~~~1, Q>. Then z(c) = <a,, VOILE) and C' = <w2T4, 7v3 , a4'771 , ve3). 
If H = C, then %?I is stabilized by a?2 , a contradiction. Suppose that H C C. 
If H C Cc(r1r3), then [(rrl , ~a), H] C H and H 2 Z(Cc(yr3)) 2 Cc(rp3)‘. 
Thus 23 ,< 1 2 ( < 25. This is impossible since L,(4) or L,(8) acts trivially 
on 2. Since C = Cc.(q7r3) u T~T~~~C’~(T~~~), H n T~T~~~C’~(T~.~~~) # a. Hence 
again a2 stabilizes gr , a contradiction. We have proved H g C. The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 3.14. H g C,(x) for x - 71~2p1 in S. 
proo$ LetC = cs(r172d = (012, o12'rr,,~3~4,~3'~4',~l,cL3, ?r 72, v2>- 
Then z(c) =<a4, 7172~~)~ c'= <z,(S), 01~~75, tw3, 7172~1) and C"=(a4). 
If H = C, then V3 is stabilized by w1rr3 , a contradiction. Suppose that H C C. 
If H C Cc(%), then H C C,(,,) by Lemma 3.10. But since H 2 Z(C,(a.J) 2 
Cc(cu2)’ and [(rrr , n3), H] C H, (C’o(01~) : H) = 2. Thus 1 H / = 2’ andL,@) 
acts trivially on 2 by the structure of C’&O~~), a contradiction. Since C = 
Cc(o12) u u~~~~C’~(CU,), H n u~~~&‘,(o~,) # m. Now Lemmas 3.9, 3.11, 3.12, 
and 3.13 yield a contradiction. Then we have proved H c C. The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 3.15. H = C,(x) for x - k in S. 
Proof. We have the following inclusions: 
GW 2 G(PP3')~ G(PL1773'774')~ 
C&2) 2 C&275'), 
Now the result follows from the preceding lemmas and (10) of Section 2. 
This proves our lemma. 
LEMMA 3.16. N,(H) _C C&Z,(S)). 
Proof. Distinct possibilities for H are Cs(k), C&rrrr), Cs(p3), and 
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Cs(psrs) by Lemma 3.15. It is sufficient to prove NG(C&)) C C,(Z,(S)) as 
Z,(S) 4 S. Let H = C&). Then we have 
Let h be an arbitrary element of N,(H) of odd order. We shall show that h 
acts trivially on H/@(H) g E32 and hence on H. Since H I) J(H) 3 @(H) and 
(H : J(H)) = 2, ‘t r is sufficient to prove that h acts trivially on J(H)/@(H) s 
E,, . We count the number of involutions of each coset of D(H) in J(H). They 
are the following where @ = Q(H). 
47 @, 
48 n-p, T&D, 
32 773‘@,~3'@,71~3'@, 144 w1@, /.v3'@i, ~zv3'@, 
0 Tp-l@, 7lv-3'@', WV-l@, 7lP2773'@, 71P275~3'@, w-k@. 
Since the action of h on J(H)/@(H) is completely reducible, A acts trivially on 
J(H)/@(H) and on H/@(H). Therefore [X, H] = 1. As His a tame intersection, 
N,(H) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(H) and so N,(H) = N,(H) C,(H). 
Since N,(H) = (as’, H) and Z(N,(H)) = Z,(S) it follows that N,(H) LZ 
C,(Z,(S)). The lemma is proved. 
Therefore we have proved 
N,(H) C N,(A) or No(H) C CQdS)) 
under the conditions (l)-(4). 
Case 2. H satisfies conditions (I), (2’)-(5). 
Notation: J = A& , pz , p3) Q S, 
R = HJ/ J, S = S/J = (6, yl), 
13 = WA, I= J/A = (,4 , Pz , P3h 
T = N,(H) n C,(Z), Z = SZ,(Z(H)), 
M,(H) = (X; X E E,*(H)>. 
If H C C,(Z,(S)), then Z,(S) S H by (2’) and C,(Z) 2: C,(Z,(S)). In 
particular T c C,(Z,(S)) as required. Since S = C,(Z,(S)) U aCs(Z2(S)), 
in the following argument we may suppose that H n oC,(Z,(S)) # @ and 
hence 
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It follows from (2’) that T n 5’ 3 H and (T : H) is even. Since N = 
N,(H)/H D T/H, (7) implies that 
(11) T contains all involutions in N,(H). 
Also since HC,(H)/H has odd order by (2’) we have 
(12) N/O(N) is isomorphic to a section of Aut(H). 
If 2 n oC,(Za(S)) # 0, then 01~ $ H. On the other hand [~a , H] = (aa) C H 
by (2’) and hence 01~ E T by (11) which yields a contradiction. Thus 
Z n uC,(Z,(S)) = ia and so 
(13) Z C CsG(W = 4~1~ ~2 9 ~3 3 71, ~2). 
LEMMA 3.17. H 2 Z,(S). 
Proof. Since cz4 E Z, aa stabilizes %‘r4 by (11) and hence Lemma 3.2 yields 
a2 E H. Thus HI Z,(S) and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.18. H 2 (cY~, r2r3, rp4). 
Proof. If R = (6> or ((JF~?.&, then [7~rwa, H] = 1 or [n1n4, H] = 1, 
respectively. If i7 = (6, ~~?a>, then H n / 1 H’ 3 01~ and urea stabilizes G?r .
If g = (I%~), then H n J 3 H’ 3 01~ and %s or %I0 is stabilized by rr~a . 
Therefore in these cases Lemma 3.2 yields H 3 (+ , rrzvs ,1~an& as required. 
Assume by way of contradiction that f7 = (5, ?I} and H n B = Z,(S). 
It follows that [rr,ra, H] = Z,(S) _C H and [rrr3, Z] = 1 by (11). Hence 
2 C H n J by (13). If 1 H n A / = 25 or 26, then gi5 or Vi6 is stabilized 
by rr1r3, a contradiction. Suppose that 1 H n A ) = 24. Then An 1 _C 
(@r , 3,). Hence if I? n 1 # 1, then 9~s stabilizes @?a , a contradiction. Now 
fi n p = 1 and we may assume that H’ $ Z,(S). Since j(H) 3 H n A by (6) 
and 7rrr3 can not stabilize V?s , J(H) is elementary abelian. Therefore 
[LL1/+z, H] C H for some a E A and Z = (cY~) by (11). This is impossible since 
Z 3 ~~‘a for some a’ E A. Suppose that 1 H n A 1 = 23. If H’ 3 Z,(S) then 
H n A 2 [H, H’] # 1 and V, is stabilized by ~rra , a contradiction. Thus 
H’ $ Z,(S) and henceLa(8) is involved in N/O(N) by (7). As (H : D(H)) < 25, 
this is impossible. Suppose that 1 H n A 1 = 22. Since Z C H n J and 
Z,(H) n oC,(Za(S)) = O, ri,rr, stabilizes %?r5 or %?r6, a contradiction. The 
lemma is proved. 
We shall introduce the following critical chains of H. Some of them may be 
nonsense for specified H. 
V:(k) = {H 3 iVk(H) 3 I>, 4,(k<6, 
V(k)’ = (H 3 A&(H) 3 Z(M,(H)) 3 l}, 4<k<6. 
LEMMA 3.19. H 2 B. 
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Proof, By Lemma 3.18, [rr, , H] C H and hence (11) yields 2 C H n J. 
Suppose that H n B = (aZ , rps , 7r ?T ). 3 4 Noting (9) of Section 2 we have 
1 H n A 1 < 26 by (6). If ff = (6) or (%,?a), then (?~rxa, ra4) C Z or 
(~r1~~, n*na) C Z, respectively. Thus %?I4 is stabilized by 7r1 , a contradiction. 
If i7 = (%r), then H’ >_ Z,(S) and V,, is stabilized by nr , a contradiction. 
Suppose that R = (6, +,?a). It follows that [QT~, HJ = H n B. If 
1 H n A / 2 25, then V, or g, is stabilized by nr, a contradiction. Assume 
that / H n A 1 = 24. If fi n 3 = (A, &a, $a), (Fr , $a) or (@a, cZ,@,), then 
or stabilizes gr , Vr, , %?r7 , or L2(8) is involved in N/O(N) and (H : @P(H)) < 
25, a contradiction. If fin 3 = (~1~3), then we may assume that H’ = 
Z(H) = (o14) since r1 can not stabilize V,, or V,, . But then we get a contra- 
diction by (7). Clearly fi n g # 1. Assume that [ H n A 1 = 23. Since 
[a4’, H] C H, Z = (ci4) by (11). N ow H n B _C Z,(H). If I? n 3 3 &12~), 
then nr stabilizes %‘rr, or VI,, a contradiction. Thus IHI < 26 and (H: a(H)) < 
25. This is impossible by (12) since [(mr , 014/, ~L~,LL~u), H] C H or [(~a , (~ql, 
~~a), H] C H for some a E A and L,(S) is involved in N/O(N). 
Suppose that g = (6, ?r). Then H’ > Z,(S) and H’ n 7rr.J # 0. Also 
[rr , H] = H n B. Since or can not stabilize %?,r or eV , / H n A 1 < 25. 
Assume that 1 H n A ( = 25. Since GJ n M,(H) = @, rr, stabilizes %?(5) or 
e(5)‘, a contradiction. Assume that 1 H n A I = 24. If xrrra E H’, then q4 is 
stabilized by r1 , a contradiction. Thus J? n 3 C (fi, , &). If UJ n H or 
OT~T,J n H contains no involution, then 7~~ stabilizes V(4) or V(4)‘. Now we 
may assume that 0 E H or o~r~a E H. But then as n1r3 I$ H’, u # M,(H) or 
u~r~a 6 M&H). Thus V(5) or g(5) is stabilized by ~ya’ or OI~‘T~, a contra- 
diction. Assume that 1 H n A 1 = 23. Then H’ 2 Z,(S) and [(rr , o~ql), H] 6 
H. If l?n~==(~l,p,,fiB), then H1(p 10(3’, p27r2’rr3’, p3x3’7r4’) since 7r1 
can not stabilize %‘,r . Let N be a subgroup of H generated by all involutions of 
H which are the squares of elements of order 4 in H. Then H 3 N 1 1 or 
H 3 N 1 Z(N) r) 1 is stabilized by 01~‘, a contradiction. If fi n 3 = 
(b, , Ji2a), then ga is stabilized by 01~’ or, 7r1 stabilizes V’(5) or g(5)‘, a contra- 
diction. If Z? n 3 = (&‘&), then [(ml , 01~‘, ~~a), H] 5 H for some a E B and 
L,(8) is involved in N/O(N), a contradiction as (H : G(H)) < 24. Clearly 
r? n 3 # 1. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.20. 1 H n A I = 25 OY 26. 
Proof. If 1 H n A 1 = 27, then H n A C J(H) C J by (9) of Section 2. 
Thus V, is stabilized by rl’, a contradiction. Now j H n A 1 = 24, 25 or 2s. 
Assume by way of contradiction that H n A = B. Then (cY~, pcLI& C T and 
Z C B by (I 1). Suppose that R = (-) o or (G?l?a}. It follows from (6) that 
J 1 J(H) > Z(J(H)) 3 B. Then fin 1 # 1 and UJ n Z,(H) = .@ or 
u~r~aJ n Z,(H) = a. Hence a4’ stabilizes %‘r5 , a contradiction. Suppose that 
4w33/3-10 
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R = (6~~). Then J I J(H) > Z(J(H)) 3 H n A = B and J > H’ > (a2 , 
cars , rs~~). Now 9, or Vi1 is stabilized by aa’, a contradiction. Suppose that 
R = (5, ~~?a). Since 2 = (CQ) and B C H, J 1 Z,(H) > (aZ , n-p3 , np4). 
Thus %7rr, or 9?i7 is stabilized by cl,‘, a contradiction. Suppose that i7 = 
(a, F&. It is Z,(S) C Z,(H) C (Z,(S), ,ui~aa) for some a E A and HI J(H) r) B. 
. . Now 014’ stabilizes %‘ir or Viz , a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.21. T C ~oCG(W 
Proof. Case (i) / H n A ( = 25. We may suppose that H n A = (B, ai), 
(B, nl’rrs’) or (B, n-l’z-d’). 
Assume that H n A = (B, 1~~‘~s’). Then R = (5) and (Go’, nl’, p+~s , 
psps) _C T. Since H 3 J(H) Q(H) 3 Q(H) and (H : D(H)) < 26, N/O(N) 
can not involve L,(8) and hence H > (pr, pa, &. Thus H r> M,(H) 3 
Z(ikf6(H)) 3 Z 3 1 is stabilized by q’, a contradiction. Similarly we can prove 
H n A # (B, rl’rt’). 
Assume that H n A = (B, 01g’). As (as’, t+~s) _C T, Z C B. Suppose that 
i7 = (6) or (%l~,). Then b+~s, H] _C H or bz, H] C H and by the same 
way as above we get a contradiction. Suppose that R = (6~~). If M,(H) C J, 
then CQ’ stabilizes g(5) or V(5)‘, a contradiction. If M&H) c J, then lima J n 
M,(H) # o and Z(M,(H)) = Z,(S). Therefore T C Nc(Za(S)) as desired. 
Suppose that R = (G, ~~?a). Then u J n J(H) = 0, [(cQ’, nl’1r3’), H] C H 
and / H’ 1 3 23. If lima J n J(H) # O, then J(H) > H n A and (pl , p3) _C 
H. This is impossible since (B, p1 , p3) s Eee . Thus TOTS J n J(H) = 0 
and so J 1 J(H) r) B. Since aa’ can not stabilize V, , we have 01~’ $ J(H) and 
hence 1 J(H)/ = 26 or 2’. It follows that ) H’ 1 > 24. This is impossible since 
L,(4) is involved in N/O(N) and H 3 J(H) H’ 1 Q(H), (J(H) H’ : Q(H)) < 
23. Suppose that a = (6, ?i). It follows that (aa’, pIp3) _C T and hence 
Z = (014). Thus Z,(S) 2 Z,(H) C H n J. If I? n 1 _C (pi, p3), then 
oJ n M,(H) = 0 and hence 01~’ stabilizes V(5) or G?(5)‘, a contradiction. 
If fi n 4 = (pi , @a , p3) and H $ (pr , pa , p3), then ~L1~z’ E H and we have 
Z(H’) = Z,(S). Hence T _C NJZs(S)) as desired in this case. If H > 
(pi, ,~a, p3), then Z,(H) = Z,(S) or H” n Z,(H) = Z,(S) which yields 
T C NG(Z2(S)), or by inspection in S we may assume that H = <B, ol,‘, 0). 
Then H’ = Q(H) = <a2 , r2r3 , n3n4 , PI , p3 , TP~), M,(H) = <B, PI , ~2 , 
p3, 71, T2), (H : M,(H)) = 22 and (M&H) : 0(H)) = 23. Put @ = @P(H) and 
count the number of involutions in each coset of 0 in H. 
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As M,(H)/@(H) = CT@, P@, I 7 @) every element of odd order in N,(H) 
acts trivially on H/@(H) and hence on H. Thus T C NG(Z2(S)). 
Case (ii) / H n A ) = 26. By (10) we have H r\ A = (B, 01~‘, nlri), 
(4 ~‘n;, T~‘QT~‘) or (B, n1’r4’, 1~z’ns’). Also UJ n J(H) = o and HI J(H). 
Assume that H n A = (B, +‘, ns’~~‘) and J(H) $ H n A. Then by (9) of 
Section 2, J(H) = (8 p1 , ~2, ~2 and H’ 3 (B, 014’). If W = (ti), (u.?if2), 
(6 7172>, or (cS?i), then H 3 M,(H) > H n A and ri’ra’ stabilizes 
H r) J!&(H) r) H’ 1 Z(H’) 1 1 or V(6)‘, a contradiction. If ff = (5, ?i), 
then Z(H’) = Z,(S) and T C NG(Z2(S)) as required. Assume that H n A = 
<B, ~~2’7 QT~‘T~‘) and J(H) 2 H n A. If R = (5), (I??~+=~), (I%~) or (6, -~i?s), 
then V?s or V7 is stabilized by rl’rs’, a contradiction. Suppose that R = 
(6, ?i). Then since T >_ (~i’~s’, ~+a), Z = (01~). It follows that Z,(H) = 
Z,(S) and hence T C NG(.Z2(S)) as required. Assume that H n A = 
<BY ri’rra’, rr2’7r4’). Then ff = (5) or (6, ?,T~). It follows that J > M,(H) 3_ 
H n A and ols’ stabilizes V(6) or F(6)‘, a contradiction. Similarly we can prove 
H n A # (B, rl’r;, n2’r3’). The lemma is proved. 
Therefore we have proved 
N,(H) n C,(Z) C N,(A) or NO) n G(Z) C Wz2C3N 
under the conditions (l), (2’)-(4). 
Consider the family Fs’ of all pairs (H, T) satisfying one of 
(i) H satisfies (l)-(4) and T = N,(H) C N,(A) or T = N,(H) C 
C&2(% 
(ii) H satisfies (l), (2’)-(4) and T = N,(H) n C,(Z) C N,(A) or T = 
%(H) n G(Z) C WZ2G3)). 
LEMMA 3.22. Fs’ is a weak conjugation family. 
Proof. Since .& is an inductive family, the result follows from preceding 
lemmas and the definition of conjugation family. The lemma is proved. 
Therefore we have established Theorem 3.1 by Corollary 2.3. 
COROLLARY 3.23. Suppose that Z*(G) = I. Then Z*(N,(A)) = O(N,(A)). 
Proof. By Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [4] OI., is not isolated in S with 
respect to G. Since N,(Z,(S)) C C,(LX,) by Corollary 2.3, aa fuses with some 
element of A distinct from 01~ in N,(A) by Theorem 3.1 which proves 
Z*PdA)) = O(~o(A)). 
COROLLARY 3.24. Suppose that G = O’(G). Then D fuses with an element 
of Cs(Z2(S)) in N,(A). 
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Proof. Since No(Za(S)) = (a) C,(.Z,(S)) and &(2,(S)) is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,(Z,(S)), Th om p son’s transfer lemma [ll ; p.6691 and 
Theorem 3.1 yield our result. 
THEOREM 3.25. Let C = C,(x) for x E {rr, , cy2 , 013). Suppose that C,(x) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x). Then the fusion of elements of C,(x) in C is 
controlled by N,(A) and C,(Z(S)). 
The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 3.1. We survey subgroup H 
satisfying conditions (l)-(5) or (1) (2’)-(5), where we replace G by C and S 
by C,(x). Suppose T = N,(H) n C,(Z). Since Z(C,(x)) 2 Z,(S), we have 
T _C C&Z,(S)). S o we may assume that H satisfies (2) in the following and 
we shall show N,-(H) C C&Z(S)). 
Case 1. x=~~orx=~~. 
Let Q = C,(x) = A& , pa , ps , or>. Then Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(x) by our assumption. Also Z(Q) = (as, rrs, rJ) and Q’ = (B, aa’, &. 
LEMMA 3.26. H 0 C,(y) for y N p1 in Q. 
Proof. Let L = C&r) = (B, ns’, n4’, pr, ,~a, ps, 7J. Then Z(L) = 
L’ = (% > 7r3, 7ra , pl) and L = CL(nl) u ~~C’~(nr). Suppose that H C CL&). 
Then (L : H) < 23. If  H C CL(rl), then [(TV , nl’), HJ C H, a contradiction. 
We have H n ~,C’~(.rrl) # @ . If  TACT n Z # O, then [(us , as’), H] C H, 
a contradiction. Now rrCL(nl) n Z = % . Note that L = CL(rd’) u p3CL(r4’). 
I f  H C &(n,l), then (CL(rL) : H) < 2 as [(p3 , as’), H] f H. Since %’ can 
not stabilize H 1 Z(H) 3 H’ 3 1, H = CL(na’). But then Z E E3s and 
Z > H’ g Es . This is impossible since L,(4) is involved in N/O(N). Thus 
Z = <Z(L), p3) and [<a2’, r,‘, TV’), H] _C H. This is also impossible as L,(8) 
is involved in N/O(N). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.27. H !& C,(y) for y N p3 in Q, 
Proof. Let L = Co(p3) = (B, TV’, us’, p1 , t~s , ps , TV). Then Z(L) = 
<a2, rr3 , rr,, & and L’ = <rl , ~a , %‘, ,ur>. Suppose that H CL. Then 
[(x3’, ri), H] C H. I f  H = L, then Z r) Z n H’ 1 1 and Z E E,, . This is 
impossible since L,(4) is involved in N/O(N). If  H CL, then L,(8) is involved 
in N/O(N) and H = (%, aa’, n3 , 7~~) p3, T1). This is impossible since 
[(rl’. &, H] _C H. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.28. H $ C,(y) for y N ‘TV in Q. 
Proof. Let L = C,(T,) = (aa , 01a’, 7r3, r3’, V, , ri, pr , p3 , T1). Then 
Z(L) = (aa , r3 , 7ra , TX) and L’ = (aZ , ~~ , n4). Suppose that H _C L. Then 
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H 4 L and [or , H] Z H. Since n1 can not stabilize Wi , H C L and (L : H) = 2 
or 4. By Lemmas 3.26 and 3.27 we may assume that H Z CL(cx2’) or CL(.rrs’). 
If H C G(a2’), then C(CL~ , 1 , 7r ‘) H] C Ha contradiction. If H = CJra’), then 
%?r is stabilized by m1 , a contradiction. Now C,(va’) r) H. It follows that 
(Z(CL(ma’)), 01~‘) = 2 and hence [(pi , We’), H] 2 H which is impossible. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.29. H e C,(y) for y N p2 in Q. 
Proof. Let L = C&-d = (8 T’, ma’, p1 , p2, CL&. Then z(L) = <B, p2) 
and L’ = (or, rrarq). Suppose that H CL. Then [(na’, 7ra’), H] Z H and 
(L : H) < 2. Since Z(L) 2 L’ g Ed, H CL. It follows that H = CL(nl’) or 
CL(rl) by Lemmas 3.26 and 3.27. Thus [(‘rr,‘, ~31, &, H] G H or 
[<772'> ~31, PA HI C H> a contradiction since H’ # 1. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.30. H $ C,(y) for y - p2p3 in Q. 
Proof. Let L = Co(p2& = (B, rl’, ~a’, pi, p2, pa). Then Z(L) = 
<& CLIP& and L' = <r r , ~a). Now by the same way as Lemma 3.29 we can 
prove H $ L. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.31. H = C,(x) for x - pl in Q. 
Proof. Let z be an involution of Q. Then Co(z) is contained in Co(y) 
withy "P1#3 ,Q? P2, p2p3. By the preceding lemmas we get our result. 
LEMMA 3.32. N,(H) c C,(Z(S)). 
Proof. Let H = C&), for example. Then Z(H) = (mZ, TV, TV, pJ. 
&Ice =3 Nn4y h-w2, a2 "m3T4, w-3 ",v4 -ha3 Nha2T4, 
013 - a2=4 Y t%=3T4 -hff4 3 a4 in S, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that every 
element of N,(H) acts trivially on (01~) ~~4). Now N,(H) C C,(Z(S)). The 
lemma is proved. 
Case 2. x = ff2. 
Let Q = Cs(o12) = A(/+ , p2 , y, , pi , TV). Then Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of CG(a2). Also Z(Q) = Z,(S) and Q’ = (B, +‘, n3’n4’, pi , p3). 
LEMMA 3.33. H g C,(y) for y N pz in Q. 
Proof. See Lemma 3.29. 
LEMMA 3.34. H Q C,(y) for y - p1 or y N p3 in Q. 
Proof. By the same way as Lemma 3.8 we get H = CL(p3) forL = C&r). 
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Since [(o~z’, rs’n*‘), H] C H, L,(4) or L,(8) is involved in N/O(N). This is 
impossible as C = C,(,,) and 2 z El6 . The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.35. H $ C,(y) for y  - TV OY y  N 72 in Q. 
Proof. See Lemma 3.10. 
LEMMA 3.36. H $ C,(y) for y  - ~~~~~~ in Q. 
Proof. Let L = CG(71~zpJ = (%, 01 ‘71. 2 1, r3774 9 773'97.4'9 Pl, P3,71,72). 
Then -WI = <a2 , r3n4, Wl , T2) and L’ = Z,(S). Suppose that H _C L. 
As [CT 1 , r3), H] C H, (L : H) < 2. Now r1 or r3 stabilizes %?r , a contra- 
diction. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.37. H = C,(y) for y  N p1 or y  N p3 in Q. 
Proof. See Lemma 3.31. 
LEMMA 3.38. N,(H) C C&?,(S)). 
Proof. Let H = C&J. Th en Z(H) = (Z,(S), pl) and H” = (v3r4). 
Since C = CG(%), N,(H) = (a2’, WV0 n NC(W) c GCWW. The 
lemma is proved. 
Now we can easily construct a weak conjugation family in both cases and 
Lemmas 3.32 and 3.38 establishe Theorem 3.25. 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF N,(A) 
In this section we shall determine the structure of No(A)/&(A). Let G be 
a fusion simple finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S of type A,, . 
Notation: m = N,(A)/C,(A) & GL(8,2), 
a = (ETi,,p,,~3,~1,~,,+ ESYl@>, 
K = a 2-signalizer of m with [D, K] _C K. 
Note that D is of type A, . Finite groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of type A, 
have been treated by Harada [12] and Gorenstein-Harada [9, lo]. Firstly 
we describe their results. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Gorenstein-Harada [9, IO]). Let X be a fusion simple Jinite 
group with Sylow 2-subgroups of type A, . Then one of the following holds: 
(1) Xr A, or A,, 
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(2) X g GL(3, 2) * E, , the unique nontrivial split extension of E8 by 
GL(3,2), 
(3) X z A, . Eg’, the nontrivial split extension of El6 by A, acting 
nontransitively on the involutions of El, , or 
(4) PKS,(4, q) ,3 X 3, PS,(4, q), q = 3, 5 (mod 8). 
LEMMA 4.2 (Harada [12]). Let X be afinitegroup with a Sylow 2-subgroup P 
of type A, and assume that 2-signalizers of X are trivial. Then X is isomorphic 
to one of the groups: 
(1) p, 
(2) (x, P; x3 = 1, P” = P, [x, P] # l), 
(3) S, * EF’, a subgroup of GL(3, 2) . Es which centralizes one involution 
of Es, 
(4) (t, Ll , L,; t2 = 1, L, s L, E SL(2,3) or SL(2, 5), (L, , L,) = 
L,*L,,L,t =L2), 
(5) S, * EL’), a subgroup of GL(3,2) . E8 which normalizes one four group 
of-%3 
(6) (ti , t2 , -b , L2; <tl , t2> s E4 ,L, s L2 = L,(3) or L,(5), t&J, = 
Li (i = 1, 2), t,L,t, = L, , (L, , L,) = L, x L,), 
(7) GL(3,2) . Es, 
(8) A, * E::‘, 
(9) 4 ,A,, or 
(10) PS,(4,3), P&(4,5). 
Put J = [T t] and II, denotes the identity matrix of degree k. Representing 
the elements of D on the vector space A over GF(2) we get in terms of the 
basis (z-~‘, rIrI’, n2’, r2n2’, ns’, z-a7rs’, 1r4’, r4va’}: 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let L = GL(8,2). Then we have 
(1) IL1 =2as~35~52~72~17~31~127, 
(2) j C~(SlTJl = 1 C&q = I c&$3)I = 22= . 32 . 5 * 7, 
(3) I CL(<C 532))l = I G(<cLlps, 71?2))1 = I G(G, i@a>)l = P3 . 3, 
(4) I G((i& , ih , F;3>)l = P and I Cd<,% , CL3 , v~>)I = PO. 
Proof. Direct computations show our lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. a = 1 OY i( s Eal . 
Proof. Let r = (G, ~~7,). It follows from a formula of Brauer-Wielandt 
that I fz j = I CK(6)12 I C~(?r?,)l/l CE(V)/a. Also ] if / is a factor of 35 * 52 * 72 -- 
by Lemma 4.3. Let P E Syl,(X) such that [D, P] c P. Suppose that p = 5 
or 7. Then I H I = I C,(6)12 ] CF(?~?,)~ by Lemma 4.3. If I P I = p, then 
[?rf2 , P] = 1. Since D D CD(P) 3 j&p3 , [(‘~r?~ , ,&,E3>, p] = 1. This con- 
tradicts Lemma 4.3. If I P I = p2, then m3 , p] = 1 which is also impossible 
by Lemma 4.3. Thus we have proved I K j = 3i (1 G i d 5). Suppose that 
1 K 1 = 3. Put Vr = (& , F;& and V2 = (& , p3). It follows that 3 = 
I C12G4l” I C&M C~(rj1Y = I WFdB I WiG3)l/l %P22)12. Lemma4.3 
yields 1 Cal = 1 or I CR(F~)/ = 1. If I C,(V2)] = 1, then ] C&&Z3)l = 3 
and / C,(,E,)I = 1 C&Z,)] = 1. Thus / C&?J2 = 3, a contradiction. If - 
/ Cz( I’,)1 = 1, then ] C&r)/ = 3 and hence I C&&,Z3)I = 3. Now 
[r2 , R] = 1. Since ,f$r , A] = (zrr , ~a) and [Fi3 , A] = (r3 , v&, Lemma 2.2 
implies that [K, (rr , r2 , 7r3 , n&] = 1. Therefore Thompson’s P x Q- 
Lemma [S; p. 1791 yields [K, A] = 1 as C,(i&p3) = <rr , m2, v3, ~~4). This 
is impossible. Suppose that I K I = 32. Then if E E9 as above. Since 
Aut(@ z GL(2, 3), [j&,Z3, R] = 1. On the other hand since 1 K ) = 
I C,(0)12 I C~(?~?,)l/l C&r)12, Lemma 4.3 yields ] Cal = 3. It follows from 
Lemma 2.2 that CR(O) acts trivially on (7r1rs , r2r,) = [G, A] n CA(,&ji3) 
and hence on CA(,Z1~3). Again applying Thompson’s P x Q-Lemma 
[S; p. 1791, [C,(G), A] = 1 which is impossible. Suppose that I K ] = 33. 
Then ff E E2, and Aut(K) g GL(3, 3). Thus b3 , a] = 1. This contra- 
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diets Lemma 4.3. Suppose that 1 K 1 = 35. Then R is isomorphic to a Sylow 
3-subgroup of GL(8, 2) and hence Z(R) g Ea. This is clearly 
impossible. Therefore we have proved R = 1 or A7 E Es1 . The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that Kz E,, and let R = (Q x (x,) x (Q x (Q. 
(1) We may assume that 
[Fl > %I = XI29 
[I?, T2] = F f 2 2 49 
[q , 7ri’] = 7ri (1 < i < 4), 
[q , (7rj , ?rj’)] = 1 (i +.i> 
(2) R = O(X). 
(3) m/O(x) g S, * Ei” and w splits over O(m). 
Proof. (1) Since [D, CR(&i&)] C C&&j&), Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 imply 
that &?a acts fixed point freely on E. Thus 1 z ] = ) C&Q 1 C&Z,)/ = 34 
andi( = C&Q x C&&). It follows that 32 = I C&)l = I CR((&~2, &))I 
I Cd<P2tTi3, F3))la Since ihF2 - F2i% in CdP3), I Cd<i4p2, iGIl = 
I C&+Z~~&, ,&))I = 3 and then we may put 
w = CK((F3 9 P2t-i3)) and 922) = Cid<F, > FlP2)ip))’ 
Hence C&a) = (Q x (4), where xl3 = %23 = 1. Also ,$ acts fixed point 
freely on C&J as C&+.J = 1. Therefore we have ,%&,E, = x%l, iQ2ji1 = 
XT’, and ii2zg2 = x2 -I. Put $ = %$r? and g4 = 6~~6. Then p2~3~2 = xyl, 
&Z&3 = XT’, &&,E3 = xyi, and F2 , ??A = 1. Since [?i , C&Z3)] C CR@,) 
and ?G2% = i&.17, , (~~2) = [CdrJi3>, i&l is fused with (Q = [CR(p3), i&&j 
by b, . Replacing q1 by 51 if n ecessary, we may assume that %i = b,%2+=,b, . 
[C&3), p2p3] = (x,) yields ?,z2?, = s2 or ql. Suppose that ?&2?2 =ql. 
Then b,&?, = x7” and [T~,$ , %r] = 1. Since 4 acts trivially on C,(<?&, , 
E-i2~~3))=~~l,T2~ 3 4 r v ) by Lemma 2.2, x1 acts trivially on A by Thompson’s 
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P x Q-Lemma which is impossible. Hence we have ?,~sb, = %s and ?s~r-?s = %$. 
Thus we have determined the action of D on Rcompletely. Since [%r , (?s , ,Es , 
pa)] = 1 as above, %$ acts nontrivially on CA((?.2 ,,ka ,&)) = (mr,~~‘, ns , nsrr4) 
by P x Q-Lemma of Thompson. Noting that [p, , A] = (r2 , n-&, @is , A] = 
(n,, md) and [?s, A] = (rrs~~, ~s’~~‘), we obtain [x,, (~a, 7~a, v~, rra’~~‘)] = 1 
by Lemma 2.2. Let C = CA((f2, Fz , ,i&)). Then C&Q = (v~ , racy) and 
C = Cc(%r) x [%$ , C]. Thus [%r , C] = (~~a, ~~‘a’), where a, a’ E (~a, racy). 
Since [$ , C] C C and ,i&%&r = 5~l, [ii1 , [gl , C]] C [s?~ , C]. Hence 
&(7rra, q’u’)Fr = (T+, mrrr’u’) = (~,a, ~~‘a’) and so [%r, C] = (v~, ~,‘a’). 
On the other hand or acts on C,&&) = (rl , nr’. us, ~a’, ~a, n4) and the 
action of $r on A is completely reducible. It follows that CA(%r) E E,, and 
thus [q , A] = [i$ , C] = (9 , 1 v ‘a’). Now by the structure of S we may 
assume without loss of generality that [%r, A] = (nr, rr’) and x1: or --f rrr’ + 
z-r~r’. Therefore we have proved xi: rri + vi’ --f rirri’ and [%< , (rrj , rj’)] = 1 
for i # j. This proves (1). 
(2) Assume by way of contradiction that O(m) = 1. Since 1 m 1 is 
divisible by 34 and 1 m 1 is a factor of / GL(8,2) I, mis not fusion simple by 
Lemma 4.1. As D n Z(N) = I, m has a normal subgroup m of index 2. Thus 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of M is isomorphic to one of the groups 
by (6) of Section 2. If a Sylow 2-subgroup of &i is isomorphic to a1 or as , 
then m = Ca(Z( ar)) or @ = C~(Z(~a)), respectively by a lemma of 
Harada [12; p. 3891. This is impossible by (1). If a Sylow 2-subgroup of M IS 
isomorphic to De, then fl has a normal subgroup a,, of index 2 whose 
Sylow 2-subgroups are isomorphic to E,, by a lemma of Harada [ll]. Hence 
(?r , j& , ?, , ,Q E Syl,(a,,). It follows from Walter’s theorem [15] that x,, 
contains a normal subgroup isomorphic to L,(q,) x L,(q,), qi = 3, 5 (mod 8), 
i = 1,2. Then b, N ,Z, N 7&r and since [?, , A] = (% ,oL~‘) and l-j& , A] = 
(011 ,7~,), we have 01~ N ala’ N 01s by (1). This contradicts Lemma 2.2. Thus 
we have proved R = O(m) s E,, . 
(3) Since K is a self-centralizing subgroup of N, (m : R) is a factor of 
1 GL(4, 3)l = 2g . 3’j . 5 . 13 and hence is a factor of 26 . 3 * 5. Let W = 
(5 E R; I C,,(x)1 = 26}. Then w = {xi , ~7’; 1 < i < 4) and I w 1 = 8. If m 
contains an element of order 5, then it centralizes m and so does E, a contra- 
diction. Corollary 3.24 yields / m j = 26 . 35. By the structure of GL(8,2) 
a Sylow 3-subgroup of N splits over O(W) and so does w by a theorem of 
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Gaachiitz [3]. Now let m = y. O(m) with B n O(m) = 1 and y 1 D. 
Since 2-signalizers of P are trivial and 1 H 1 = 2s . 3, P is isomorphic to 
one of the groups (2), (3), (5) in Lemma 4.2. Let 7 be an element of order 3 
in y. Suppose that [ 7, D] C D. Then [T, D’] C iY = (,I& , iis , ?,?,) and 
[~,&/%I = 1. s ince ii1 and 11s are the only two elements of B’ such that 
1 CA(&)\ = ) C,(,Ql = 26, [y-, al] = 1 which contradicts Lemma 4.3. 
Suppose that F g S, . EL’). Then F normalizes (i&, fis), &,i&, , ~r?~ii.& or 
<i&p3 , ?172)- Since I C,A%)l = z6 and I ~.&%)I = Z4, IF, (,%, ,&>I Ci 
(Fl , F3). Hence C.&ii,) = (7~ 1 , n2 , us, r4) is fused with C,(?,?,) = 
<a2 > @-2’7 rsrr,, ~s’n~‘) or CA(~l?s~l) = (a2 , a2’z-, , rsn4, ns’r4’). This is 
impossible since ~1~ - 01~’ - o~~‘rr~ by (1). Therefore we have proved s/O(N) z 
S, . Ef’. The lemma is proved. 
We fix the notation of Lemma 4.5 in the remainder of this paper. 
LEMMA 4.6. If E = 1, then N g A, OY A, . 
PYOO~. Suppose that ,!+s E Z(m). Then N acts on C,(,!i&) = (ml, r2, rs, r4) 
and Lemma 2.2 implies that cy4 is isolated in A with respect to fl. This 
contradicts Corollary 3.23. This excludes the case that m is isomorphic to one 
of the groups (l)-(4) of Lemma 4.2. Since (+1 , ,Zr , Q, , ps) is the unique 
- -. 
elementary abelian group of order 24 in D, N IS not isomorphic to the group 
(6) of Lemma 4.2. Suppose that m is isomorphic to one of the groups (5), 
(7), (8) of Lemma 4.2. Then N D (i4 , ii2 , F3), (6 5,~~ , ,&Pa>, <j% , p3, T~?~>, 
(,?&s , ?I?2$I , +$,), or (?I , & , ?, , jis) by (8) of Section 2. Therefore m 
acts on C,((t-i,, F2, cL3)) = (3, 7r2, 7~~) 774), C,4((C ?F2, )(L1F3>) = 
CA<WlP,, iiP3,71~2i;l>) = <a44) or C,dG, P3, V22)) = CAC<.l, ik Q2, ji3)) = 
<a2 7 3 4 w v ). But in all cases 01~ is isolated in A with respect to N by Lemma 2.2 
which conflicts with Corollary 3.23. Since 1 fl) is a factor of 1 GL(8,2)/, 
N & PS,(4, 5). Finally suppose that N s PS,(4, 3). Then fl contains a 
subgroup (& , E,; (& , L,) = & * E2 ,& s L, E SL(2, 3)). Since D has the 
only one maximal subgroup 0 = (ysi, , p2 , p, , 5, F~?,) isomorphic to the 
central product of two quaternion groups, we may assume that U is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of (& , z,). Moreover since we can write 
in one and only one way, we may also assume that (@ir , ?r?2,!12) is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of $ and (ZI?2h , ~p~p&~) is that of & . Since all elements of 
order 4 in SL(2, 3) are conjugate, there exists an element % E & such that 
%: a,& -+ ?I?.&2 and [c, ap2] = 1. This is clearly impossible since 
C,(G,$) = C,(+,) = (r17r3, r2r4) and C,(?r?,&) = (a2, r3r4). Thus 
N + PS,(4,3) and we have N g A, or A, by Lemma 4.2. The lemma is 
proved. 
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LEMMA 4.7. m contains an element % of order 3 subject to the following 
relations: 
Moreover if K s E,, , then E satisfies in addition the following relations: 
4 + cc2 + z3 ) 
n-1’ --f ?T2’ - 573', 
[4,%1 = 1, [f. 7r;] = 1. 
>roof. Let c = cily(fi3). Then c z S, . Er’ by Lemmas 4.5, 4.6, and - - 
C D U = (ii1 , ,& , ,i& , ?rT2 , G). a has six elementary abelian groups of 
order 8. They are rr = (t-ii, p2, p3>, r2 = (/x9 cL3, ?1.72), r3 = 
<,$F3, Fe , Gf1~2h r4 = (EsilF3, Eli&., ,3, r5 = (ikF3, ?172, 6>, and Fe = 
(ii.@3 , ?1~2p1 , Oil&,) by (7), (8) of Section 2. Also we have / CA(Fl)I = 2*, 
1 C,(Fi)l = 22 (2 < i < 4) and 1 C’,(rj)i = 2 (j = 5 or 6). Let .$ be an 
element of order 3 in c. Then .$ acts on the set {vii; 1 < i < 6) and t nor- 
malizes Fr , rs , pa but does not centralize any one of them by the structure 
of C. Since all four groups of Vr not containing i&s are conjugate in D, 
we may assume that [<, (i;l , ,G2)] C (@, , ,G,> and 4: @, -+ ,E2 + ,G& . Now $ 
acts on [& , jZ2), A] = (rr , n2, ~~3) and permutes pr, A] = (TQ , r2), 
[CL2 3 AI = (ma, 5733), i&,52 , AI = < 7r1 , ns) in this order. Hence we have 
.f: 7rr -+ rr2 -+ n3 . Since E acts on CA(&G3) = (7rr , 7r2 , rs, 7r4Tq), Lemma 2.2 
yields [‘, rr4] = 1. As [[, rs] C vh , t normalizes one of the groups (6, F~?~), 
(c?, -F~?,,F@,), (@1~3 , ~~?a), or (G&Z3 , ?r?a~Z$~). Replacing .$ by a suitable 
element in &CL1 , ,%,) if necessary, we may assume that [$, (6, 6rf2.2)] c 
(a, 1,~~) and hence 5: 5 --f ?1?2 + 6~~7, . Since CA((6, ~r?~)) = (a*, CQ’), 
[f, ai] = 1. 
Suppose that K z EB1 . It follows that CR(& , F2)) = (x4) and [z4 , A] = 
CT -4 , n,‘) by Lemma 4.5. Since $ is of order 3, [f, %k] = 1 and hence 
[e, v4’] = 1. Also we have C&Z,) = (z3 , x4), C&Z,) = (or , Q, C&Y+,) = 
<X, , x4), and [(CL1 , cL2), R] = CT1 , z2 , x3). Thus [E, <q , z2 , z3)] L 
(2r , s2, x,) and .$-r$ = s2 or XT’. Since CE((c?, ?,T~)) = (%1g2g3%4), 
[.$, Z~X~%~] = 1, and t-%if = z2 . Thus we have f: X$ + 4 + ~a . Since 
[si , A] = (ni , rri) (1 < i < 4) and [$, cy3’] = 1 as above we must have 
f: .x1’ + 7r; - 53-i. The lemma is proved. 
We fix the notation of Lemma 4.7 in the remainder of this paper. 
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LEMMA 4.8. Suppose that iZ = 1. Then 
(1) fTg A,. 
(2) There exists an element 7 of order 3 in m such that 
(3) Any two of CL,‘, rrlr2’, OLDIE’, ar4r4’ are not conjugate in G and they are 
conjugate to 011 , 01~ , a3 , a4 . 
(4) if: 71’ -+ 7r21 4 7r3’, [f, 7-r;] = 1. 
(5) We may assume without loss of generality that 01~ - u4rr4’. 
Proof. Since m g A, or A, by Lemma 4.6, there exists an element 7 of 
order 3 in m such that 
It is L% ,A1 = <T , +, bl, A] = (01s) +‘) and [?r,& , A] = (aa , ar,‘+. 
Replacing 7 by a suitable element of jj(?r , ,Q if necessary we may assume 
that 7: 01~ -+ (~a’ -+ a,‘~~ and [y,ayzl = 1. It is F3,A] =<~a,,~) and 
[TV, A] = (r3rr4, r3’m4’). Hence [y, (as, ~a, r4, ~-~‘n-~‘)] = 1. As C,((?r, ,!Q) = 
r3’, rr4 , r4’h [S, CA(C~l ,iQ)l = 1. Let C = C,d<% , P3;i;3>) = 
:; : ;’ rr2 , n,‘, ~~37~4). Then C = [Y, Cl x C,($, [T, Cl = (011, a2’), 
and Cc(~) = (+, 7r37r4, a) for some a E C#. We shall prove a = ~rrra’. We 
may assume that a E 7r1’[ 7, C] = {?~r’, T~?T~‘, ~a’, rrra’>. Suppose that 
a E {nr’, 7r1r1’, ~a’}. Then ol,’ - nyr,’ and rrs’ N zyr2’. Therefore by the 
preceding argument and Lemma 4.7 we have the following associated classes 
of involutions in A and their cardinalities: 
ci1 N az’ 013 - rr’27r.J - ci3’7r3 - 014’ - a!,‘%-, cd3 - ci47r3’7r4’ 014 
12 38 12 1 
16 I 64 I 96 
16 
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Since C,(Q) I (8, c?jZ, f,  D), / Cam is divisible by 26 . 32. Lemma 2.2 
yields 1 < (m : C’m(aJ) < 1 + 16 + 16 + 64 + 96. As m z A, or A,, 
(m : CR(q)) is a factor of 32 . 5 . 7. This is clearly impossible. Thus we have 
proved a = Nina’ and therefore C,(J) = (bird’, 01~ , ~a , ~a’, niTq, ~~‘j. This 
proves (2). 
As yet we have the following associated classes of involutions of A and 
their cardinalities: 
If  m s A,, then (m : C,(,,)) is a factor of 35. Since 1 < (w : C,(,,)) by 
Corollary 3.23, we get a contradiction. Now mr A, which establishes (1). 
Let ii be an element of order 5 in CR(<?,, pi)). Then Eacts on [(or, ,Q, A] = 
CT, rr2, 01~‘) and cA(<~lT CLd) = (me, r3, m3’, r4, r:Tql). Thus 
P, (3 , 772) c$‘)] = 1. 
Let C = C,((?i , ii&). Then as yet we have the following associated classes 
of involutions of C and their cardinalities: 
On the other hand Thompson’s P x Q-Lemma [8; p. 1791 implies that ii 
acts nontrivially on C and hence Cc(u) = (a&. Thus it follows from 
Lemma 2.2 that any two of v  3’, n3’rr4 , ti2rr3’, a3rr4’ are not conjugate in G and 
they are conjugate to 01~ , 01~ , a3 , 01~ in G. Since ~lr’ N rr3’, rr1m2’ N r3’m4 , 
cz4rr4’ N (Y~v~’ in S, we have obtained (3). 
By Lemma 4.7 8 acts on C,((,& , p2)) = (or, zz, r3, m4, ri) and 
CA(,$ji3) = (rl, n2, r3, ~~4). Hence [.$, npl] = 1 as above. Since [: 
CAGl) -+ C.4@2) + C,,(&Z~), we have [-%r3’$ = ?~~‘a, , $-%r,‘~ = T2’a2 , 
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@72’f = 7r3/a3 for ai E C,((,$ , ,&)) (1 < i < 3). Thus $-Grr’~s’~ = 
ol,‘a,a, , c--l~ls’f = rr,‘?r,‘a,a, and {-%s’7rs’$ = rl’rs’a1a3 . As [f, %‘I = 1, 
ma3 = 1. Also since I: C,(6) --+ CA(?i?.J -+ CA((s?r~,), we have 
ala2 E (c+ , rsra), a,a, E (vlna , mzns) and ala, E (rllrrs , ~sn~). It follows that 
a3 E (v2 , ~~77~)~ al E (vr4 ,7~7~>, and a2 E (75~~ , n3r4’4). (3) yields ai # cu, 
(1 < i < 3). Since rl’n, N rr3!rr4 N rl’r4al , we have a, = 1 and hence 
a2 = a3 = 1. Now we get .$: ?~i’ ---z us’ + rr,’ which proves (4). 
We have 01s’ N ri’r3’ N 01~ and .n,rs’~s’ N (II,‘z-~ N Al, . Since m g A, , 
(x: Cm(o14)) = 9 and 0~~ N q’ or a4 N q~r’. Replacing q’, n,‘, n3’, r4’ by 
ff4771’7 a4772‘, a4773’, “4=4 ’ in this order if necessary, we may assume without 
loss of generality that 01~ N a4ni’. This proves (5). The lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 4.9. The fusion under G of the involutions of A, under a suitable 
renaming of the generators of A, is one of the following: 
(1) X’/O(iV) s S, . Eh”, O(N) g E,, and 
011 - ol,‘, 
Proof. We have already proved (1). So we shall prove (2). As in the proof 
of Lemma 4.8, let C = C,((?r , ,&)) = (c+ , r3, r3’, r4, r4’) and n be an 
element of order 5 in C&(?i , ,$)). By Lemma 4.8 ti-l~u,S E (a47r3’, a4n4’, 
OL~V~‘Z-~ , ( srr,~~‘}. So we may assume that ~-ior,~ = a4~4’ and we have the 
following three possibilities of ~=~qr~‘ii: 
ir-lol,~,‘P c-1%-4’P 
“3774’ 774 
“45-3’ 7r3’7T4’ 
%.5-3f~4 lT37r3’?r4 
In all cases q N 011’ and hence a3 N qr3’. Also z-rrr4’ N qrr, N 01s . This 
proves (2). The proof is complete. 
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LEMMA 4.10. In case (1) of Theorem 4.9 C(Z,(S)) n N = (& ,ji2, 
,i& , ?I , ?,). In case (2) of Theorem 4.9 C(Z,(S)) n m = (& , ii2 , ii, , ?1 , ?z , 
7, @j+, where y  is defined in Lemma 4.8 and 01~ N +I, 7r3 N rin4/, ~~~rr~ N 
ci2’7r3 - CQ’, Trpr~’ - CL+‘, 7i-l’rr, N 7r1’T3’7r~‘) 013 N cqr3’7Q’, 7iyr.$r~ - %‘w% 9 
7rprgr~’ - 012’7737r~‘, 7r~‘7r27r~ N 7r~‘7r2?T~‘iT~ ’ in C(Z,(S)) n m, allother Cs(Z,(S))- 
classes of A unfused in C(Z,(S)) n n. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.8. 
5. THE THEOREM OF GOLDSCHMIDT 
In this section we describe a recent result of Goldschmidt [7j which is 
fundamental important in the remainder of our paper and some application 
of it to our case. 
LEMMA 5.1. (Goldschmidt [7]). Let X be a finite group with a Sylow 
2-subgroup T and V be an abelian subgroup of T. Suppose that V is strongly 
closed in T with respect to X. Denote Vx = F andF = Vx/O( Vx). Then we have 
(1) The composition factors of Vx are of known type. 
(2) V = O,(F) Q,(W) for some Sylow 2-subgroup W of F containing V. 
Now we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a fusion-simple$nitegroup with a Sylow 2-subgroup 
S of type A,, and A be the unique elementary abelian group of order 256 in S. 
Suppose that A is strongly closed in S with respect to G. Then G = No(A) E 
A, . Ew8 , the split extension of Ew6 y  b A, with the action @orded by the 
8-dimensional irreducible GF(2)-representation. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 A = O,(AG) Qr( W) for some Sylow 2-subgroup W 
of AC containing A. If OZ(AG) J: 1, then OZ(AG) = A by Theorem 4.9. As G 
is fusion-simple G = No(A) g A, * Ewe by Theorem 4.9. Suppose that 
OZ(AG) = 1. Since S splits over A, so does W and Lemma 5.1 yields 
A E Syl,(AG). It follows that G = N,(A) Ao by Frattini argument and hence 
G/AC G No(A)/No(A) n A’. 
This is impossible by Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 5.1. The proof is complete. 
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6. FUSION PATTERN FOR INVOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall determine the fusion pattern for involutions. Let G 
be a fusion simple finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S of type A,, . 
Notation: C = C,(Z,(S)), 
Q = S n C = Ah, t+, p3, Q , r2) E Sol, 
J(Q/-WN = Q&W) 
% = CCI&~) u CCI&+~~) u CC~~(TJ n cclo(~p4). 
By Theorem 5.2 we may assume that A is not strongly closed in S with 
respect to G. Thus it follows from Theorem 3.1 that some involution in 
Q - A is fused into A by an element of C. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let X be a Jinite group and P be a Sylow p-subgroup of X. 
Let z, t be elements of P which are conjugate in X. If z is extremal in P with 
respect to X, then C,(x) E Syl,(C,(z)) and there exists an element g in X such 
that 
g-ltg = z and Cp(t)” c C,(z). 
Proof. The result follows from Sylow’s theorem (cf. Harada [I I]). 
LEMMA 6.2. (1) CCI~(T~‘) n Q = {TV’, opt,‘, rs’, TOTS’}. 
(2) If 011” EQ - A for some x E C, then al2 E E. 
(3) I f  f f ; :  EQ,--AforsomeyEC, then(u;;YEE. 
Proof. (1) Let u be an element in C such that rp E Q. Then it follows 
from Theorem 4.9 that np + ?T?OL~ , rFr3~a , r$r, . Also by Lemma 4.10 
we have c&(~r’) n A = {?T~‘, qrr’, ~a’, rarr,‘}. On the other hand since 
%~r,’ + rr1’q3rb , qrr’ + qmr’, and r1’r3rrJ + qrr’ by Theorem 4.9 we have 
CC&-~') n Q = {TV’, up,‘, r2’, opt’}. 
(2) Since (?rrr37rh)” = a12n3~h and naz = +%z , alz + or,%r,nh, and 
~r%a + ~y1%r~~~ by Theorem 4.9. Hence we may assume that “r2 E (pr , ~~~01~ , 
*l 9 =1"4 9 p2?T4 9 tL29 7 I-LZ?', ~2a4Tl', Tlr4', 7 a! ?I 1 4 4 ‘1. I f  0~~~ = p2z-, , then r2@ = 
P2=2 "P2 "P2Vl -CL2=4-p2 rr rr - n2r3rr4 - ~a which contradicts Theo- 3 4 
rem 4.9. If  (u,= = p2rr4 , then nzx = p2ar2?r4 and (w2r2rr3rr4)2 = p203 - p2r1 - 
p2r4 - a1 which is also impossible. Suppose that c+@ = p2nr’. Since 01~ is 
extremal, Lemma 6.1 yields C,(P~V~‘)” C Co(%) and (p27r1’)* = 011 for some 
t 6 C. Since C&,77r’)’ = (77J, 774t E Co(7rr)’ = (7q , 7r2 , 7r3 , 7r4 , z-~‘?T~‘, p3). 
Since (rrra~~)* = p2r1’rar4 - p27r1’7r4 and (p2r1’r4)t = vl(rrat) we have 
974t EP3(?, 772 9 r3'3, 7744773'974'). Therefore a3 - p3zla for a E B and 
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p3ala N p3~pa3r~. This is impossible since (11~ N p2rr’ N p2qr1’7r3 N 
(wi'7TqP3~* = CL3ffla=3rn4 - a3' Similarly we can prove q2 # ps01~rra’. 
Suppose that a12 = ~rrr,‘. Then by Lemma 6.1, Co(rl~,l)s C Co(ar) and 
(~p-~‘)~ = al for some s E C. By (1) rr;“, n;” E {r3’, v~w~‘, 7r4’, ndm4’}. Since 
cur = or%;” and so 7r8 = our, 7r8 E {7r1na’, nr’lrr,~,‘, n,r4’, m1r4r*‘}. This is 
impossible since cur N 7rr4’ N Tl%; - Tl”7r;s. Similarly we can prove ollz # 
7+X477,‘. This proves (2). 
(3) If 01~ N 0~2’ in C, then the result follows from (2). Suppose that 
01~ + 01~‘. Since (01~‘n~~~)r = @k3rr4 N 0~~ by Theorem 4.9, we can prove (3) 
by the same way as (2). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 6.3. The element 01~ fuses with some element of Q - A in C. 
Proof. Suppose that case (1) of Theorem 4.9 holds. Assume by way of 
contradiction that (n 1 , rrs) is strongly closed in Q with respect to C. Then 
Z*-theorem of Glauberman [4] yields C D (7rr , na)O(C), C D (r3 , r4)O(C) 
and hence C D BO(C). Frattini-argument yields C = (71 , T,)C,(B) O(C) 
and A&, , p2 , p3) E Syl,(C,(B) O(C)). Let C = C/BO(C). Then 
controles the fusion of its involutions by Burnside’s argument. Lemma 6.2 --- 
implies that (7jr’, +a’, fi ’ 3, ii4’) is strongly closed in A& , pa, p3) with 
respect to C. Thus C D (+r’, +2’, 7j3’,iip’)O(C) by Lemmas 4.10 and 5.1. 
Hence A is strongly closed in Q with respect to C, a contradiction. Suppose 
that case (2) of Theorem 4.9 holds. Assume by way of contra- 
diction that (or , r.a , aa’) is strongly closed in Q with respect to C. Let 
C = C/Z,(S). Then by Lemma 5.1 (+ r , Ea’) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of some 
normal subgroup of I? and hence (rr , ~a ,01~‘, n3 , 7r4 , r3’r4’) is that of a 
normal subgroup C,, of C. Let & = C/C,. Then (ii,‘, G3’, fir , as, p3, +, , 
+a) E Syl,(C) and 73r’, 6, are isolated in (i;l’, G3’, @, , @a ,p3 , +, , +a) with 
respect to &. Now Z*-theorem [4] yields C D (73r’, i;,‘)O(C) and hence A is 
strongly closed in Q with respect to C. This is a contradiction. The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 6.4. We may assume without loss of generality that aI - p1 and 
a21 - TV in C. In particular if case (2) of Theorem 4.9 holds, then 01~ N 01~’ N 
71 - /-‘I - 
Proof. Let C = C/Z,(S). Then J(Q) = Q0 = (75,) &‘, 7i,, +a’+;, ?r, 
,+ , ?a , F3) g Ezb6 and Burnside’s argument implies that N&J controles 
the fusion of the involutions of Q0 in C. Also by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, 
Cyr N 7, or Cyr N ,& in C. Suppose that (Yr N ?r . Then r-ls,~ = E1 for some 
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7 E N&&). It follows that C$ - b, N ?& N ~-l(~&‘)~ = C~~(y-l~~‘$. Since 
the coset cq++‘&(s) contains involutions, -ji-V&‘~ = ,z~ , ~~~ , &’ or 
&a’+r by Lemma 6.2. Thus 01i - fi - &.’ in C. Let 8 E N&Jwith 8-1~~8 = 
Ea’. Then ?1 - T,,!& - 8-%r,G$ = Gz’8-1/&8 and so F;r - ?r , Cu, or &a’. Hence 
we have Cyi - ?i - & - &’ in this case. Suppose that &, - ,& . Then 
W-l,!+ = OLr for some ~3 E N&&) and &-l,&Ea’cr) = oLi(~-~Or,‘d). By Lemma 
6.2 w-%,‘c~, = ?i , ?&‘, F& or ~r&%,‘r?r and hence o/a’ - ?i . Therefore we 
have proved ,I& - Cur and ?i - Ea’ in any case. Replacing or , 7a by ~icx~ ,
7aq if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that ala’ - or in C. 
Let c E N&Q,,) such that r-%i[ = Lya’. Then we may assume that <-%i[ = ala’ 
and 5 E N,(QJ. It follows that ala’ - 71 - 7rp1 - [-%rrr{ = cxa’<-l~[. If 
~‘~-$.~r[ E A, then <-$i{ = aa’9 , 01a’n2 , nr or ~a by Lemma 4.10 and hence 
pl - 01~’ - 71 - 01~ or k - c+ . If ~a’[-l~< EQ,, - A, then [-lpi5 E ~~(&a ,
%‘, rra , rr, , rs’~~‘). Put <-$r[ = via for a E (aa , aa’, 7ra , z-~ , 7~a’rr~‘). Then 
01~’ - 7i - aa’Tia - T1a - pi . On the other hand since &, -J ,i& in C we 
have pr - 01~ or pi - aa . As p1 - as’, we must have ala’ - 7r - pi - 01~ 
by Theorem 4.9. Hence we have proved 0~~ - p1 in any case. The lemma is 
proved. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let G be a fusion simple$nite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup 
S. Then the fusion pattern for involutions of S in G under a suitable renaming of 
generators if necessary, is one of the following: 
a3 - a47r3'7r4' - a4%-l'rr4' - a27r3' - 7rlrr3774' - "4Lx3' - p1a4 
- W4"3' - p-12014 -/J&4~~ -71014 - Tla4n3', 
a4 - a47r4'. 
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Proof. Lemma 6.4 yields 01~ - ~11 and q is an extremal element. Then 
there exists an element p E C such that pip = 01~ and Cop C Co(q) by 
Lemma 6.1. We have 
and hence C’o(pr)‘~ = C~(C+)‘. Z(C&)‘)” = Z(Co(~~)‘). Replacing p by 
p’~~ if necessary, we may assume that rr30 = rr3 and v40 = rr4. Since 
(r3’, n4’)o C CQ(q), (n3 , n3’, r4, r4’)n = (r3, TV’, m4, r4’) by Lemma 6.2. 
Also we have pcL3~ E b3, ~~77~) p37r4, v3 n n } 3 4 and replacing p by a suitable 
element in p(n3’, n4’) if necessary, we may assume that ~~0 = p3 . Let 5 be an 
element in the preimage of .$ of Lemma 4.7. Then by Sylow’s theorem we may 
assume that 5 normalizes A& , p2 , p3 , 7p2 , u). Let /.~~a = pza for a E A. 
It follows that p2a N pr - 01~ + ,u1n4 - p2an4 , p2a + pcL1a3 - p2ao13 and 
p2a + w4 - p2aa4 . Thus p2a E cc&(p2) u CC~&~~~). Replacing p2 by p2a4 
if necessary we may assume that ~~0 = p2. Note that this replacement is 
independent to that of Lemma 6.4. Therefore we have proved 
S:nce u - 9 , 7c2 - v2a2 , vIc12 - vlp2a3 , and T1T2/.Ll - TlT$L1a4 for 
all a, E CA(a), a2 E CA(~1~2), a3 E CA(u~i~,), and a4 E CA(~1~2pl), we have also 
proved 
7172 - (J, %.P2 - T1’-2cLl * 
Suppose that case (1) of Theorem 4.9 holds, If 011~’ E A, then Lemma 4.10 
yields 90 = 7r1 or 7r2 . Since q - pL1 - (pr+ = czl(qp) we get a contra- 
diction. Hence 0110 E Co(aJ - A and 0110 E {A , plnl , p1m2 , ~~01~) by Lemma 
6.2. Replacing p by an suitable element of p(nl’, p2’) if necessary, we may 
assume that 01~0 = plnl . Since p normalizes (n3 , ns’, r4, r:), Lemma 4.10 
yields Z-F, 7~2 E {r3’, n3n3’, m4’, m m 4 4 ‘}. Again replacing p by a suitable element 
in p(p2 , p3 , r2) if necessary we may also assume that ~2 = v3’ and rr2 = r4’. 
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Note that these replacement are independent to each other. Therefore we 
have proved 
012 - v.3’ - pm’, 
a3 - 7T,Tr3’Tr4’ - l-w3’~4’ - WP3’* 
Since [TAO, (c1r , r3’r4’, pl ,p3)1 = 1 as above, 72D EC~((cl, , r3’r4’, p1 , p3)) = 
<B, ~1, T2>. As [720, ~3’1 f 1, 72D E T~(B, &. On the other hand since 
ho9 CT1 3 rs’, ~4’3 idI = 1, 7~’ E C,(<T , ~a’, ~4’3 ~3)) = (4 n,‘, 7~2’, ~1). 
Since the square of (T1al)’ = Tlpploll is 01~ , we get a2 N 71” = (~~‘a for some 
a E (7rr , n2) by Lemma 6.4. Thus (T1T2)p = T~“T~P = %‘u(T,‘) is of order 2 
and so 72’ E TUB. By Lemma 6.4 we have proved 
Cd3 - T17T3 - T1T3 - T,JL3 , 
Cd,, - T1ff4 - T1T7,‘T4 - T1T3’3n3’5T4’ - T1014?T3’ - T1T2 . 
Combining these results with Theorem 4.9 we have established (1) of our 
theorem. 
Suppose that case (2) of Theorem 4.9 holds. Then a1 N a2’ N k N Tl by 
Lemma 6.4. Since p normalizes (rrs , ma’, rd ,1~~‘), 
a2 "PP3 ‘7r ’ 4 - w2=1 ‘77 ’ 4 "W3 - P2?'9 
cs - PP4~3' - ~2a4nl', 
by Theorem 4.9. Let 7 be an element in Lemma 4.8. Then we may assume 
that pL1v = T1u for some a E A. Since TIU N p1 + (l*.17r37r4)y = TlU~3~4 and 
Tlu N p1 + (~r?r~)~ = TlU7T2 , Lemma 6.4 yields Tlu N Tl in S. Hence we 
may assume that fiV = T1 . Transforming byy-1, we get: 
T17T3’Ti-4’ - Pl773'74', 7173 - I%"3 7 T17r3’ - w-3', 
T13T3T3’TT4’ - CL177373'774' - Pl~3'T4', Q-172 "PlP3 - *  - 71P3, 
V4'73' - P+4r3', 71"4 - Pl"4. 
Combining these results with Theorem 4.9 we have established (2) of our 
theorem. The proof is complete. 
We note that in case (2) of Theorem 6.5 G has the involution fusion pattern 
of Q,(q), 4 E 3, 5 (mod 8). Henceforth we assume that case (1) of Theorem 
6.5 holds and we shall prove G/O(G) z A,, or A,, . 
7. FINAL CHARACTERIZATION 
In this section we shall prove that if case (1) of Theorem 6.5 holds, then 
G/O(G) is isomorphic to A,, or A,, . Assume that G has the involution fusion 
pattern of case (1) of Theorem 6.5. 
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Notation: c = cs&9)~ 
Q = 4~1, ~2 9 ~3 3 71, d E Syl,(C). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let C = C/Z,(S) x O(C). Then 1 C 1 = 211 .32 and 
subject to the relations: 
n3 - p3 - p3773 > 
pg: - 
I- 
- -,-, -,-I 
73-73773774 ‘7r37r4, 
Proof. Let U = (k , nI , ~a). By Lemmas 6.2 and 6.4 uis strongly closed 
in & with respect to C. Lemma 5.1 yields u = O,( 8’) QI( T) for some 
T E Syl,( 0”) as 0( a”) = 1. Suppose that O,( 0’) = 1. Let q be an element 
of order 3 in u” such that +j: 75., -+ ,~r + i;l+r . Since g = QI(T) and 
[(TV , Fig’), Q] = 1, it follows that C’& 0”) n (T~ , c&‘) # 1. Hence (?$Je = 
?& ) (012’fJ~ = ji&‘, or (~&IFiz’~l)” = F&,is, . This is impossible. Thus 
O,( 8”) = u Q C and hence we have proved W = (F;1, ii1 , ji3 , c3) 4 c. 
Let T = ( W, ?I , b, , &a’, 7Fs’+i, ,!.Q. Then 1 T 1 = 2g, (p : T) = 2s and 
T E Syl,(Cc( W)). Since T g El6 4 2, , a lemma of Harada [l l] implies that 
C,-.(W) has a normal subgroup C0 of index 2 such that J(p) = <?I ,?s , &‘, 
+iii4’, ?,,Li, , ?$i3 , &‘;;1, ii3ii3’t4’) E Syl,(C,,). Now we have C,(W) = 
(~,,E,)C,, . Suppose that C0 is not a 2-group. Since J(g) z Ezs6 and 
O(Ca) = 1, Burnside’s argument implies that N~JJ@)) - J(8) contains an 
element [ of odd order. By Lemmas 4.10 and 6.2, ccl&,‘) n p = 
{q ) T&‘, FljTil , F fi - ’ - 1 I~2 rrr , Ea’, E,‘+J. Hence we may assume that (T+# = 
cz’;;l which is clearly impossible. Therefore we have NC (J(&)) = J(Q) and 
C,, = J(p) as O(C,,) = 1. Also since C/T is isomorphk to a subgroup of 
GL(4, 2) and there exist 9 elements in W which are conjugate to #I~3 in C, 
we have proved 
T = c&q = (P&3)J@) and (C : T) = 22 * 32. 
Let N = Nc(&(S)) and R = N/Z,(S) x O(C). Then fl= (a, C). Since S 
splits over J(g) and J(g) z Ezb6 , m splits over J(Q) by a theorem of 
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Gaschiitz [3]. Let fl = &, . J(p) with K0 n J(g) = 1. Since every involution 
with the form Ei! for %E p is conjugate to 0 or F&i& by an element of m we 
may assume that &, contains 17 or $&rS;a. Let a = .&n C. Then C ==R . J(g) 
and 0 or $i& normalizes K. Let (ii ‘a ,ii ,Z ;E ii ‘J ) be a Sylow 2-subgroup 11, 232, 3 3 
of K normalized by u* E (5, pi@,}, where & E J(Q), 1 ,( i ,< 3. Then by the 
structure of s we may suppose that (ii,‘di>o* = 7j3’d3 and [u*, ,&$3&l = 1. 
Since (Er’a, , p,fi, , +,‘h) z E, , we have 1 = [+,’ J3][Ji , ;;,‘I = 
[ijl’, J2][Lt, , F&31 = [ij3’, (tz][J3 , p2p3] and hence ;ti E (6, , ij3), 1 < i < 3 or 
4 EC;<% ,f3), da E ,&,I%~(++~), J3 E ii,;S,‘(ii, , e3). Transforming by a 
suitable element of & we may assume that K 1 (;il’, ii2~3 , +,‘) or (fir’ijs , 
- --I ,!i2,k3, rrlrrs ). Therefore x D (fi2,Z3). Since g/CR(& , ii,)) E S, , 
I C~((~l,~l>)l = 12. Let Cd<F 1,%)) = <fi2p3y7T3';E3,p2) and cB(@3,*3)) = 
(,C2,ii3, fl’% , j?$), where pi3 = 1 (i = 1,2). Since C(f3’Ja) r\ (p3, ji3) = 
(ii3), p2 does not centralize G3’;E3 and hence (ji3’d3) p2(7s3’IE,) = pil. Similarly 
(iil’ill) pl(ii,‘;E,) = El. Since @I , CE((~ 1 , %>)I C CR(<,& ,+) and 6% , 
p2) 4 K, &r , ji3’ds] = [p2 , +,‘a,] = 1. Also we may assume that Is,: 
51 -+ f!il+ plfF1 and p2:‘IT3-+ii3+~3ii3. Since ii1 , p2 are of order 3, 
pr: ?1 -+ F@~’ --+ cL2’ and p2: f, + ?,ii,‘ii,’ -+ +a’~?~‘. If K I (ijl’f3 , tZ2p3 , +r+,‘), 
then ffp = (;;i;;,f3’)h = - - - ’ p17r17r3 which conflicts with Theorem 6.5. There- 
fore we have proved 
As[i&,(P3,,753)1 = Li71,<?2, ii3’Q] = 1. Also [p2 , (?r , ar2’)] = 1. Thus 
the action of R on J(g) is uniquely determined. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let pi be the element in C such that pi of Lemma 7.1 is the 
image of pi in efor 1 < i < 2. Then we may assume that 
PI: I ml' PP2 -+ tv2 T1 - T1Lx2’ - a2’ 
P2: I 
773--+ PST3774 - A.774 
T2 - T2?r3’X4 --+ 7r3r?T4r 
[PI, CT2 > 112 > P3 > 773', r,', n3,r4 3 %>I = 1 
b2 > CT1 7 p2p3, ,-%> ol,', "2',"1,nZ,"3n4Tp)] = 1 
P~~~‘P~ = a,‘(mod O(C)), p2v3’p2 = rr,‘(mod O(C)). 
Proof. Let C = C/O(C). Choose & of order 3 in the preimage of pi for 
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i = 1,2. Then (p&s)“’ = &Z,O for some 2 E Z,(s). Thus (&PJO~’ = &Zs 
and hence D = 1. Now lpAi , j.Q&] = 1 and we may select pA1 in 
N&1 , A , fi2 ,6 , s2’, 3, , P3 , G4 ,+, , +3’+4’)) n C&p&3 , B’>). 
By Lemma 7.1, +p E {+r&,‘, +,&‘$} and +p” E {&a’, &,‘&,}. Replacing $r by 
a suitable element of order 3 in (fir , &r , &r , +a) we may assume that $i: 
+, -+ +r& -+ da’. Replacing p^r by p”$a’ if necessary, we may also assume that 
$1: &l -+ ,i2,8, + pp2 . If 63 = +$ for some D E Z,(s), then +$’ = 6, and 
4 = 1. Hence [6, , p^r] = 1. Similarly we have lJ1 , (+z , +z’&a’, $s , es)] = 1. 
By the same way as above we get & $a + &+a&~ -+ &r4 , &: +i, -+ +&a’~?~’ + 
i3a’ij4’ and [p”z , (+r , &‘, fir ,&r , fi2p3, i3,‘)] = 1. Now let 
such that & is the image of pi in e for i = 1,2. Comparing the actions of 
%‘, ,%al’Pl , T3’, P2n3’P2 on <T , r2 , pl , q , a2’, =3 , =4 9 CL3 T r2 7 “3’w4’4), tL2p3) 
we conclude that plal’pl z cl,‘(mod O(C)) and p2rrip2 = rs’(mod O(C)). The 
lemma is proved. 
We fix p1 , pz as above for the remainder of our paper. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let H = CG(m4). Then we have 
H/O(H) GX GJ(l, 2)(3,4)(5,6)(7, 8X9, lO)(ll, W(13, 14)(15, 16)). 
Proof. Let W = H/(or, , O(H)). It follows from Theorem 3.1 that the 
fusion pattern for involutions of s in ff is controlled by (NH(A), CH(o12)) and 
hence by (S, pr , p2 , $). Let R = (i;r , ~;r , 7j2, ,E, , f3 , iis). Then R g EB4 
and &? is strongly closed in s with respect to il and hence &!i = O,(@) sZ,( T) 
for some T E Sy12(mE) by Lemma 5.1. If 02(MR) # 1, then m = 
02(mn) 4 f7. Suppose that O,(H”) = 1. Then m = Q,(T). Since s splits 
over M, ME Syl,(m=) by Lemma 5.1. Frattini argument implies that -- 
R = Ng(M) MR and H/M’s NE(M)/N(M) n @. Since Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of H/MR are of type A,, , Lemma 5.1 yields a contradiction. Hence -- 
we have proved M Q R and also C,(m) = ?I?!. Let I? = H/M which is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(6,2). Then 
s = (Tl , Cl’, 3F2’, T2 ii3’, 7j4’, 3 E SYl2(@ 
and the focal group Foc&S) = (+r , E2’, fi2’7j3’, ti3’3)ii4’, ?, , c?) as f, pi , p2 E R. 
Thus (Z? : 02(R)) = 2 and Foci E Sy12(02(8)). Since Foc&S) is’ of type 
A, and 02(@ has th e involution fusion pattern of A, , Lemma 4.1 yields 
481/33/3-I 2 
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Oz(@/O(02(ff)) g A, or A,. Representing ;;l’;;s’ and fia’ii3) on the vector 
space a over m(2), we get in terms of the basis {PI, ,&fir, F;z, ji.$?s, p2&, ;iz}: 
1 010000 100000 1 
ii,‘ii,‘+ [ 000100 I   1 0 0 0 L J> 
000010 
000001 
1 100000 010000 1 
ii2)ii31-+ I 000100 1   1 0 0 0   9 
000010 
111111 
Now 1 C(ii,‘i;,‘) n GL(6,2)1 = 2” ., 2” .3, or 2” * 32 for some integer a and 
C((ii,‘ii,‘, fi2’+s’)) n GL(6,2) is a 2-group. Since +r’*s’ N fi2’*s’ N +?1’+2’ 
in I?, we have 1 O(a)1 = ] C((fii’;i,‘)) n O(@13. Thus 1 O(a)] = 1, 33 or 3s. 
Since 1 O(A)/ is a factor of 1 GL(6,2)], 1 0(&I = 1 or 33. As O*(~)/O(ZY) z 
As or A,, we get O(A) = 1. Therefore 02(A) g A, or A,. Now it is easy 
to see I? z Ss or S, . Also by the structure of A, , O(C,(Z,(S))) C O(H). -- 
As (ff : Cp(E,)) = 35, A = H/M g Ss . Since Ss has no subgroup of 
index 5 or 7 and f  4 CR(E2), we have f7 = (M, fi’, 7~2), ?I , +a’, c~‘, ?2 , c, 
p1 , p2 , $> by Lemma 7.1. Let fi = H/O(H). Then 
In the proof of Theorem 6.5 we assumed /l.rl = F2. Since l is of order 3, 
,i2,$ = fi2 . Suppose that (&$Jf = @&i for some d E A .^ Since k&d is of 
order 2, a E 8. Also fist = /i&&t9 and (&&&.,)~ = &&(i. Theorem 6.5 
yields B = 1 or +*. I f  a = +a, then ($.&.Je* = $$, , a contradiction. 
Therefore [.$,$,@a] = 1 and the action of $ on $2 is completely determined. 
since 3 splits over il!?, I? splits over I@ by a theorem of Gaschtitz [3]. Also 
C&h) = il?l and the actions of elements in fi - ii? on i@ are uniquely 
determined as above. Hence the multiplication table of Z? is uniquely deter- 
mined. Therefore Z? is isomorphic to CAla 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9, 10) 
(11, 12)(13, 14)(15, 16)). The map I?+ A,, is given by the following corre- 
spondences: 
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+4 - (1,2)(3,4), 
$2 -+ (5,6)(7,8), 
8, + (9, lO)(ll, 12), 
ii, -+ (13, 14)(15, 16), 
$1 + (1,3)(2,4), 
$3,’ 3 (5,7)(6,8), 
13,’ -+ (9, ll)(lO, 12), 
S4’ + (13, 15)(14, 16), 
i2, -+ (1,2)(5,6), 
i% - (5, W, 1% 
a3 + (9, 10)(13,14), 
+I - (1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8), 
fi, -+ (9, 13)(10, 14)(11, 15)(12, 16), 
6 -+ (1,9)(2, 10)(3, 11)(4, 12)(5, 13)(6, 14)(7, 15)(8, 16), 
81 -+ u,3,7)(2,4,8), 
g2 -+ (9, 11, 15)(10, 12, 16), 
% -+ (1,5,9)(2,6, 10)(3,7, 11)(4, 8, 12). 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 7.4 (Solomon [14]). Let X be a fusicm simple finite group with 
Sylow 2-subgroups of type A,, . Then one of the following holds: 
(1) x Es A,, or Al,, 
(4 X zz fWi 3, 
(3) X s L,(7) * Es4 , the normalizer of EG4 in S,(6,2), 
(4) X z A, . Em , the split extension of Ee4 by A, with the action 
afforded by the 6-dimensional irreducible GF(2)-representation, or 
(5) X has the involution fusion pattern of Q,(3). 
LEMMA 7.5. Let H = C’JrJ and R = H/O(H). Then we have 
f7 = ((5, , es’) x if)<p,>, R g A,, OY A,, 
<~I,%,%,%’ > %‘, f3’, f% , p‘2 , ?I,> E Syl,(Q. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.25 the fusion pattern for involutions of s n i7 E 
SyI,(w) is controlled by (N&), C&Z(s))) and hence by (S n ir, C&i), 
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x, , xs , x, , .$, &). Therefore {7r 4’, 7~~7~‘) is a full H-class of S n H. Z*- 
theorem [4] yields H D (VT* , rJ’)O(H) and hence H = NH((v4 , r*‘))O(H). 
Let Ho = C,((, 4, r4’))O(H). Then (H : H,) = 2 and S, = Cs((n4, VT~‘)) = 
A& , pa , TV) E Syl,(H,,). Since & splits over (;;4 , ea’), Gaschiitz’s theorem 
[3] yields n,, = (fd , fa’) x R for some K. As n,, > (sr , %s , ~.a , .$, j&), 
FocgO(&,) = (+& , +s ,75., , eI’, +a’, 7js’, ,!il , ,iiz , ?I> and hence O”(K) = K. 
Note that FocRO(S,,) E Syl,(K). S ince %? has Sylow 2-subgroups of type A,, 
and has the involution fusion pattern of A,, , K s A,, or A,, by Lemma 7.4 
as O(K) = 1. Thus we have proved i7 = ((;;4 , ij4’) x ff)(Q as required. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let H = Cc(olz), M = (pl, rl, r2) and H = H/O(H). 
Then we have 
C&if) = 2if x E&), E s A, or A,, 
- 
(ii - 3 , 6’9 =4 > +4’, 113 7 ?a> E SYW), R. i@/C,(ii!f) gg S, . EF’. 
Proof. Again by Theorem 3.25 the fusion pattern for involutions of 
S n f7 is controlled by (S n E, C,(A), - xs , s4 , PI , pZ). Thus M IS strongly 
closed in s n f f  with respect to f f .  Let I? = H/(a2 , O(H)). Suppose that 
0,(&J*) = 1. Then Lemma 5.1 implies that iI?l = sZ,( p) for some FE Syl,(@‘) 
and so ii!.? = p. But this is impossible by Lemma 5.1 since [(W, i;l’), J?@] C 
i@&. Now I? D iI!? = O,(A?l*) and R D M. Since M x (f3, ij3’, ij4’, f4, 
j&, pa, ?s) E Syl,(CR(m)), CR(m) = % x F for some F by a theorem of 
Gaschiitz [3]. As %s , g4 , ps E CR(X), (5s , ij3’, - n4 3 374’9 /% , ?a) E SYlp(f;')). 
Let e = 02(p). Since z has Sylow 2-subgroups of type A, and has the 
involution fusion pattern of A, , it follows from Lemma 4.1 that L g A, 
or A, as O(f;) = 1. Therefore we have proved CR(M) = M x &iz) and 
(H : C&q) = 23 .3 as 7YI + Es . Since f7 - C=(m) contains ?I , ;;1’, - ’ - TZ?PlY 
it follows that fi = (?1 , +r’, +s’, &K’a(M) and f f  * &f/CR(M) g S, * EF’. 
Note that E E A, if and only if if s A,, , if as in Lemma 7.5. The lemma 
is proved. 
LEMMA 7.7. Let H = CG(cc3), V = (7rl , p1 , 7r2 , p2 , n3) and I? = 
H/O(H). Then we have 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.25 ((s n a) CR(~), .$, .%d , pr) controles the fusion 
pattern for involutions of S n W. Let m = (fia, 6:). Then &!! is strongly 
closed in s n R with respect to ?? and hence m = O,(~‘)QI( T) for some 
i’ E Syla(z’) by Lemma 5.1. Syppose that Oz(mN) = 1. Then M = 
Q,(T) = T by Lemma 5.1. As O(xR) = 1 Lemma 5.1 yields HE g L,(q), 
q = 3, S(mod 8). Since 75, N ii, N 75.a nd ii,’ N +a’ N 75.,’ in i7, CR(zR) 3 
(;il ) 7jlr, ii, ) ?Tz’, 75., )37;). Also it follows from Lemma 7.5 that the only 
nonsolvable composition factor of CH(nr) is isomorphic to A, z L,(5). 
Jordan-Holder’s theorem yields mR g L,(5). Let ME = u. Then 
(R: CR(a) x 0) = 2 and hence i7 = (Cg( a) x i;i,(,!&). Since <, pr E C’& 0) 
P = (;;1 ) 7jl’, ii, , 7j2’, 77, , 7731, #ii1 , f!& ) ?r) E Syl,(CR( 8)). Suppose that 
O,(@?) # 1. Then M = Oz(MR) Q f7 an d in this case let a = (M, Q s 
L,(3). Then we can easily prove f7 = (C,(a) x a)(,!&) with P E Syl,(CR( a)). 
Note that CR(U) has Sylow 2-subgroups of type A,, and the involution 
fusion pattern of CR(U) is the same as that of C,lz((l, 2)(3,4)(5, 6)(7, 8) 
(9, lO)(ll, 12)). s ince O(C&u)) = 1, by the same way as a lemma of -- 
Solomon [14] we can prove C,(u) D v and C,( U)/V E S, . Note that 
a s A, if and only if E z A, , E as in Lemma 7.6. The lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 7.8. 0 is an A-signal&r functor. 
Proof. Let a, a’ E A#. Since O(C,(a)) n &(a’) is an A-invariant sub- 
group of odd order in C&a’) we have 
by Lemmas 7.3, 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7. This completes the proof. 
Let W, = (O(C,(a); a E A#). Then by a signalizer functor theorem of 
Goldschmidt [6], W,,, has odd order as m(A) >, 4. 
LEMMA 7.9. If  W, = 1, then G z A,, or A,, . 
Proof. As O(C,(a)) = 1 for all a E A#, co(~) is isomorphic to 
GJ(L 2X3,4)(5,6)(7, 8)(9, W(ll, 12)(13, 14X15, 16)) 
by Lemma 7.3. Therefore G E A,, or A,, by a theorem of Kondo [13]. The 
lemma is proved. 
Suppose that 1 W, 1 > 1 and G is a minimal counter example to Theorem B. 
LEMMA 7.10. No minimal counter example exists. 
Proof. By the similar way to Solomon [14] we can prove that Nc(W,) is 
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a strongly embedded subgroup of G. Since G has more than one conjugacy 
class of involutions we get a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
Therefore we have established Theorems A and B. 
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